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Societal cha:nges during the last decade, the era of the sixties, 
have focused the att;ention of educators on the inadequacies of curriculum 
d~signs in current use. Prevalent ,among educators such as Berman (1968.), 
Frazier (1971), and Burns (1970) is the content;ion that the curric;ulum 
which historically was designed to,meet the educational needs of an 
agrarian society is.inadequate to cope with the cqmplexities Qf today's 
technological one. Student unrest, the concern over dropout~ and the 
demands ·for accountability from t4e public ,provide ample.evidence to 
support this contention (Kelley, 1971). 
With rising operationai cos~s and the reluctance of the public to 
make additianal tax commitments the impact of the current ,school fil\an- ·. 
cial crisis in most·. districts is also evident. In order to atta:i,n no~ 
only maximum economic·efficiency but also to provide improved educationai 
opportunities for students, botheducators and laymenare directing 
attention to the investigation of the potential for extended use of 
school facilities. · According to reports :from the National Eq.ucat;:ion . . . . 
Association interest in the year"'.round school concept is gathering momen-
tum, A conservat:i,ve estimate is. that six hundred s~hool district;s are 
seriousiy studying proposals that would extend the current nine-month 
calendar (Ernest, 1971, pp. 51-52). 
In spite of this interest, it is the consensus of proponents o:f; the 
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year-round ,school [Ernes~ (1971), McClain (1971}, and Glines (1971)] tha:t 
although in most cases the 180-day school is inadequate in providing for 
present-day needs of society, an operating model for the year-round 
school has not been universally accepted. It is viewed by some, notably 
McClain (1971) and Glines (1971), that this reluctance may be attributed 
to the lack of interest and effort in developing a curriculum design 
which provides appropriate learning alternatives for pupils and has 
sufficient flexibility to accommodate a year-round educational program. 
The ,Problem 
The ,problem of this study was to develop a curriculum destgn for a 
year-round elementary (K-5) school to accommodate a population of six 
hundred students; The purposes t~ be served by the study were to design 
a curri~ulum which would provide appropriate learning alternatives for 
pupils and facilitate optimum utilization of professional expertise, 
auxiliary personnel, .comml!:nity resources and school facilities. 
In developing this design attentio~ was dire~ted to the four compo-
nents identified by Venabl~ (1967) as fundamental necessities for the 
exi~tence of curriculum: the learner, subject matter or content, the·. 
learning process, and the teaching agency, 
In developing an organizational scheme for the design, attentio~ was .. 
focused oi:i philosophical, sociological, psychological, and theoretical. 
dimensions of curriculum. The beliefs and positions reflected in thes~ 
dimensions provicle the conc;eptual framework upon.which the assumptions 
were established and serve as the basis for a,logical analyses of the 
interrelationships existing between the components. Strategies were also 
developed to optimize the _use of professional and auxiliary personnel, 
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community resources and school facilities on a year-round basis, 
Background and Justification for the Study 
The concept of year-round educational programs if viewed only from 
the perspective of expanding the school calendar is insignificant. How-
ever, when combined with curriculum revisions.which establish new priori-
ties and when considered in conjunction with massive educational reform 
needed in a changing society, it is predicted that a year-round educa-
tional program can have a tremendous impact on improving educational 
opportunities for today's youth (Glines, 1971). 
Following is a review of the literature pertinent to two facets of 
the id~ntified problem: the current status of the year-round school 
movement and its predicted impact on the improvement of educational 
opportunities and an analysis of function and assessment of needs in the 
area of curriculum design .. In addition the unique aspects inherent in a 
year-round program are recognized in terms of their implications for 
design. 
Current Status of Year-Round School 
Historically the year-round school concept is not new. As early as 
1904 a year-round school program was operated in Bluffton, . Indiana for a 
short period of time, Other systems which have operated year-round pro-. 
grams include Omaha, Nebraska, Nashville,. Tennessee, and Newark, New 
Jers~y, Although most of these prqgrams were short lived the Newark 
experiment had the greatest longevity. Beginning in 1912, the Newark 
program was discontinued in 1931 during the depression for lack of fund-
ing, More recently the Atlanta, Georgia secondary school plan and the 
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year-round elementary program developed by the Valley View School Dis-
trict located in the Chicago area have received the greatest acclaim 
(McClain, 1971). 
The Atlanta plan, in an effort.to improve the educational program, 
was funded by a federal grant of one.million dollars. After a two-year 
planning period the year-round program was implemented in 1968-69. A 
special curriculum was.developed and students .had t~e option of attending 
eit4er three quarters or all four quarters. 
In reviewing case studiesl by th~ National School Public Relations 
Association of the year-round school, much of the success of the Atlanta 
program is attributed to the development of a new curriculum which pro-
vided.each child with challenging educational opportunities in which he 
could feel successful. Course offerings were.determined by .student 
needs -- thus creating greater flexibility for students. 
Another factor wl1.ich has provided support for the .Atlanta program is. 
the positive reaction o~ teachers, students; and the public. According 
to Superintendent John Letron, teachers generally favor the year-round 
program. One positive aspect for teachers .is year-round employment. 
Many who had previousJy been forced to s~ek sununer employment are able to 
work the full year -- thus increasing their income approximately twenty-
five percent. · School officials are quick to point out, however, that the 
advantages. for the Atlanta program for tll.e district are. not financial. 
The Valley View plan, sometimes referred to as the 45-15 plan, was 
implemented as art economy measure. Attendance for three consecutive 
quarters is mandatory. A student attends school forty-five days and 
1Case.studies were compiled by Seymour.Holzman. . . 
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"vacations" fifteen. The total student population is divided into four 
groups, and by staggering the e~trance dates only_three-fourths of the 
student body are .in school at one time. Thus, the student capacity was, 
increased by thirty-three percent without additional facilities.· No 
special efforts were made to.design a c~rriculum for the Valley View plan 
(Ernest, 1971). 
School officials feel that the 45-15 plan is working al)d is,serving 
its purpose in the community. So apparently do many other officials from 
around the country. The Valley View 45..-15 plan is- the one most closely 
studied, copied and adapted by othel'. elementary systems, And even th~. 
federal government is looking at it closely. Following are the fiIJ.dings .. 
of a recent (1973) PREP (Putting Research into Educational Practice) 
report on the Valley View plan. 
While posttest and evaluative data are not yet available 
on the Valley View 45 ... 15 plan, the baseline information appear~ 
to warrant the following conclusions: 
(1) One...-third more classroom space can be made available 
immediately through_the 45-15 plan. 
(2) Immediate savings:(up to 5% per pupil) can be gained 
if enrollment is rising rapidly, and debt retirement. is high 
per pupil. 
(3} Educational benefits iilllllediately accrue if over-
crowding or double shifting is prevented. 
(4) The community can be.won over to the support of short 
vacations at four different.times during the year as they learn 
how to use the time. Those people most strongly objecting are 
generally critical of the school.system. 
(5) Student scheduling is the toughest ,administrative 
problem to solve .. However, if a systems approach is used and a 
good organizer is .responsible, scheduling can be done in two or 
three mqnths and on a budget of about $1 per pupil. Two fac-
tors that can ease the problem considerably are the use of 
individualized instruction and schools with large enrollments. 
Student scheduling is easier with nongraded programs because_ 
students can come and go if the instruction is-truly individ-
ualized. Also, larger enrollments tend to reduce chance 
imbalances. · 
(6) Basic research ol;>jectives can be more easily reached 
if incorporated into "formative" evaluation,. This means that 
the people involved must see "pay-off" from evaluation activi~ 
ties. - -
(7) Teachers are willing generally to try a year-round 
operation, especially if given the option on the length of 
their contract, However, they are quite skeptical of most 
claims made for year-round education prior to any experience 
with it, 
(8) The move.to a year-round operation wins strong 
support from economy-minded taxpayers and watch-dog groups~ 
However, a majority of parents are more·concerned about the 
educational outcomes of the progr~. 
(9) Any school system can move.to a year-round operation 
if it anticipates and plans for: winning community accept 
ance; involving professional staff with all the specific rami-
fications of the operation,· especially student s<;heduling and 
developing a model or design that does.not penalize in the eyes 
of the community, certain fa~ilies. 
Other models for the year-round elementary school which do have a 
special curriculum and hold even gr~ater promise include Park Elementary 
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School implemented in 1966 at Hayward, California; Becky-David Elementary 
School at St, Charles, Missouri implemented in 1969; and Wilson School, a 
K-12 laboratory school, at Mankato State College in Mankato, Minnesota, 
A research-demonstration model of the Flexible All-Year School is being 
developed at Clarion State College, Clarion, Pennsylvania. This model, a 
learning systems component of the Research Learning Center, has personal 
development, environmental improvement, and problem solving in the 
community as a major curriculum focus (McLain, 1971). 
Advantages Cited 
Glines (1971 1 p, 322} predicted that the year ... round school is an 
exciting breakthreugh that will descend upon education in the decade of 
the seventies. A vocal advocate of a more humane approac}:t to learning, 
he _maintains that the year.,.round school is a significant concept in 
developing humaneness in the·school, Labeling the current school attend-
ance practices as obsolete and the curriculum inflexible Gline~ alerts 
educators .to the need for a self-paced year-round continuous progress 
approach to learning. 
Advocates of the year-round.school believe that a ye~r-round educa-
tional program offers the following advantages. 
(1) Facilitates continuous progress. 
(2) Eliminates fixed entry dates. A child may enter school on his 
birthqay. He does not have to wait a full_year to enter school because 
his birthday is a few days after the established entry date. 
(3) Provides maximum opportunities for the fusion of s~hool and. 
co:nunµnity resources. Community sponsored summer r~creational programs 
could become an integral part of the year-round school curriculum •. 
(4) Maximizes the use of school and community facilities. 
(5) Reduces delinquency by.providing worthwhile activities during 
summer months. 
(6) Provides greater opportunity for teachers to grow profession-
ally. Seminars and mini courses .are traditionally restricted to.summer 
se~sions to accommodate the traditional 180-day school year. This 
arrangement would provide opportunities for teachers to implement new 
ideas immediately,upon theili' ret~rn to the classroom. 
(7) Provides flexibility for teacher training instit~tio~s in 
scheduling intern teachers .. for t~aching assignments. 
(8) Provides an improved educational program for the more.mobile 
pupils .. 
(9) Provides year-round educational research facilities for 
coll~ges and univerpities; and 
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(10} Broadens the scope of experiences of pupils by making it possi-
ble for families to vacation during different seasons without interrupt.,. 
ing the pupil's educat~onal program. 
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Unique.Aspects 
Although_a survey of the literature does reflect many advantages of 
the year-round sc}:tool.there are some problems which are unique to the 
year-round operation of an educational program. 
Following is.a summation of .problems identified as unique·to the 
year-round school and recommenda~ions for remediation by destgn. 
(1) Wi,th multiple-entry p~ints as found in the year-round school 
the instructional program must be designed to accommodate varied levels 
of achieve~ent. To avoid repetition of instruction, .to provide a syste-, 
matic means of accountability, and to facilitate the flexible scheduling 
of pupils the c011tinuous _progress concept should be recognized in th,e 
organization of content and the identification of learning strategies in 
the year-round curricµlum design. 
(2) In all ca.se studies reviewed2 the degree of success of the 
year-round program was coilllllensurate with the public support of the year-
round program .. To facilitate grouping of. students and to assure public 
support by offering an opportunity for pupils to attend the year-round 
school by choice it is recommended that the year-round schtol be destg-
nated as an alternative school. 
(3) Valley View School officials are concerned with the number of 
different teachers which the pupil may encounter during the year.· For 
example, due.to scheduling, in the 45-15 plan a pupil can.have as many as 
twenty-four different.teachers duri11,g the school year. School of:f;icials 
feel that this inhibits the development of a.positive interpersonal 
2Case studies reviewed were. year-round programs in L.ake Oswego, 
Oregon, Chula Vista, California; Jefferson County, Louisville, Kentucky; 
ValieyView, Chicago, illinois; and Atlanta, Georgia. . 
relationship between teacher and pupil. rt, is recoilll)lended that a team 
teaching component be included in the curriculum des~gn •. In us~ng the 
team approach it is assumed that at least part of the team would be,able 
to remain with_a pupil throu~hout,the year. 
(4) A fourth problem which must be recognized by,districts consid-
ering implementing the year-round sc~ool concept is the legislation re-:-
quired to obtain funding for operat~on on a year-round basis. 
Participants at the second national seminar on year-round education .held 
in Hai;risburg, Pennsylvania adopted a position paper rec.ommending ac~ion 
by three parties: state government, local school districts and the U.S. 
Office of Education (USOE). Included in the position paper are the 
following recommendations. 
1. Provide enabling legislation anq./or polic;ies to permit. 
flexibility so that various.patterns _of year-round education could be. 
explored. 
2. Provide state aid on a prorated basis for extended school 
year programs. 
3. Encourage experimental programs through financial incen-
tives or grants. 
4. Encourage experimentation in year-round education. 
5. Examine all year-round education models which seem to be. 
widely acceptable in terms of well defined, established criteria. 
Q. Foster the _adoption of those plans or models.which have 
demonstrated their.value and acceptability so that nationwide patterns 
may emerge th~t are compatible with each other. 
(5) According to PREP reports (1973) one of the concerns of the 
participators in the year-roun<;l program was for sufficient enrollmen_t in 
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a school to reduce "chance imbalances•• in enrollment. In order to insure 
feasibility in terms of the altez:nat:~.ves provided it is .reco~ended that 
an enrollment of a school designed for year-round operation be.at least 
six hundred students. 
Status .and Function of Curriculum Desigp. 
In reviewing the current status of curriculum design there is a 
notable concensus among authorities regarding both the function and the 
inadequacies of design in meeting the needs of society and the individual 
student. Goodlad (1966), Berman (1968), and Herrick (1965) define cur-
riculum design as an organizationai pattern or scheme.whic~ may facili-
tate or restrict the .educational program. Herrick (1965, p. 324) 
identifies the furtctton of curriculum desi~ as, "a definer of elements 
of curriculum and their patterns of relationship." He considers design 
as having a key function in selecting and organizing learning experiences 
and in clarifying roles 0£ teachers and lear11,ers in the total curric~lum 
development process. Wilson (1971, p. 74) defines curriculum design as 
"a kind of environmental architecture in which the total creation re-
flects a tone, an expectancy, an appearancfil, an image." Wilson further 
cautions that~ "Authentic environments can be created only when curriculum 
designer.s first admit that. existing structure and processes can, in fact, 
betray teachers and students under certain.conditions." Wilson (1971, 
p. 20) continues by making the observation that, the most conventional. and 
the most innovative programs have the s~e design components. It is the 
emphasis given to each component and the interaction between the compo-. 
nents of design which make a significant difference. 
Paul Klohr (1971, p. 455) in assessing the status of curriculum 
development states, 
In many cases innovations.in curriculum were.little more than a 
rearrangement.or a deployment of the conventional elements of 
curriculum planning. Klohr conct,1.rs with Taha (i962) that the 
conceptual tools available to curriculum planners are quite 
inadequate for truly imaginative curricular alternatives. 
Klohr (1971, p, 455) does predict that such projects as the Monroe City 
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Simulation Project in which a conceptual framework is being developed to 
guide in the selection of more adequate simulation experiences, the work 
of John Herbert at the Ontario Institute, and the Center for the Study of 
Curriculum at Ohio St~te University suggest alternative curriculum de-
signs which may provide a major thrust toward the improvement in design 
and may prove productive in meeting the needs of a.changing society. 
Needs Assessed 
Taba (1962), Phenix (1964) and Tyler (19q4) agree that the most uni ... 
versal need in the area of curriculum design is the recognition of the 
importance of philosophical, sociological, psychological, and theoretical 
dimensions in providing a conceptual framework for the development of 
curriculum. Such a framework provides a systematic procedure for estab-
lishing goals and objectives for each design component in terms of the 
assessed needs within each of the four dimensions. 
Philosophical Dimensions 
Inherent in any curriculum design are evidences of the philosophical 
position which one assumes in terms of three basic constructs: (1) the 
ontological, (2) the epistemological, · and (3) the axiological (Morris,. 
1961), Simply stated ontology.is concerned with that which is real or 
more specifically the nature and destiny of man; epistemology is 
1~ 
concerned witl). tha't; whic,h is ;true .or th~ nat1._1re and s~urce of knowle4ge; 
and axiology refers to that which is good or the nature Qf values and 
valuing (Butler, 1968, pp. 41-46). 
Ontolagy •. In consi_..dering the nature of man there are several phl.lo-
SQphic~l positiqns which one may assumet One may agree with the realist's 
point of view in which it is believed th~t man is not free and man!s 
actions may ,be determi_..ned by forces ._over .whicl). he h~s nQ control (Martin, 
1969; Sherm.is, 1967). 
A second position endqrse4 by the idealists is that man.has the 
power of choice and is ,capable of genuine init:i,.ative. Id,ealists view man 
as being perfectible and.having a spiritual destiny to fulfill in 
accordance with his own pote~tialities (Canfield and Donnell, 1964; 
MQrris t 1961). 
A third positi<;>n which is pragmatic in nature is one in whicl). man. is 
vie~ed . as being n~i ther free nor det,rmined, . Man is. viewed as bein,' in , a 
position to delay some. response~. long eno~gh to recE>nstruct a total re-. 
sponse ,. not completelr automatic but not free, which does give a new. 
direct:i;.on to subsequent activity (Butler, 1968). 
Epis.temology. In the realm .. of epistemolegy the reaiists contend, . 
that there are fundamental truth~, whiqh wip always_be valid :r:-egai;dless 
of the nature of the culture,o:r:- th~ condition existing in soci~ty .. The 
realist contends that.an idea.or proposj,.tion is ti:ue when it corresponds 1 
with those feature~ Qf the wo~ld that it;. purp~rt~ to describe. To the 
realist man does nqt rec;reate me~tally the world as,he perceives it. Th~ 
~orld which man percei"\(es, accordi11:g to the realist., is the world .as it . 
is (Martin, 1969; Can.fi~ld and Donnell, 1964). 
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The idea,lists support Plato and Socrates in the belief that true 
knowledge is the product of reason. Hegel added still another dimension 
to knowledge.when he proposed that knowledge was valid only "insofar as 
it formed a system." Idealists support the "coherence theory" of·truth 
which is: "The more comprehensive the system of our knowledge and.the 
more consistent the ideas it embraces, the m~re truth.it may be said to 
possess" (Kneller, 1971, p. 17). · Many modern idealists support Kant in 
the belief that thE! essence of knowing is the imposition of-meaning and 
order on information gathered bythe senses (Brubacl;ler, 1969), 
From the perspective of the pragmatist the human mind is active and 
exploratory as opposed to being passive .and receptive. Thus knowledge is 
formed in part by the mind that knows it and knowledge is produced by a 
transactio11 between man and his env~ronment. Pragmatists cons:j.der sci-. 
entific investigation as the "road to truth" ·(Snyder and Peterson, 1970, 
p. 39}. 
Axiology. In the realm of axiology the realist is in. agreement with 
the idealist in viewing values as permanent in nature. Classical realists 
agree with Aristotle th~t there is a universal moral law -- rational in 
na,ture -- which is appliCEible to all mankind (Smith, 1965). 
Christian realists believe that reasoning may aid one in understand-
ing moral law but tha,t moral law was originally established by God ai:id 
God's guidance enables man to practice moral law. Scientific realists 
reject the s~pernatural sanction of moral law and contend that Good is 
that which is.compatible with man's en~ironment while Evil estranges.man 
from his environment (Martin; 1969). 
The sc~entific realists .see good and evil in terms of what scientific 
investigation has proved to be advantageous to man. Man overcomes evil 
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by improving the environment in which he lives. 
For the idealists, values are absolute. Since .. values are a part of 
the universe they do not change. Values are viewed by_the idealist as 
permanent in nature and do not change from generation to generation or. 
society to society. 
The pragmatists view value~ as relative. Values are not permanent 
but may change as conditions in society change (Smith, 1965). 
The philosophical beliefs which one holds in regard to what is real, 
what is true, and what is good have implications for curriculum design. 
There is need to recognize the significance of ontology, epistemology, 
and axiology in developing curriculum. design. 
Sociological Dimensions 
There is generai agreement among educators,today (Goodlac;l, 1963; 
Burns, 1970) that the goa~s of any e4uca1;.ional system should be.compatible 
with the values of the society which it sezyes. This co~itment h~s sig-
nificant implications for curriculum design. Decisions concerning the 
selection of content, the id~ntification of learni~g strategies, and the 
sequencing of instruction ar~ Qf little concern in a society where the 
mastery of a. specific set of skills for earning a livelihood is deemed 
the only es,sential; or is it si_gnificant in a society ,where specific 
tasks or functions are assigned to each individual or where time aJ,1.d re"." 
sources for schooling are e~tr~~ely limited .. Curriculum design poses a 
proble~ only in a complex society where the uniqueness of the individual 
is valued, where the indiyidual has freedom tb guide his own des'l;,iny, and 
where considerable opportunities for schooling are available (Phenix, 
1968), Thus, two aspects of society,which merit consideration in 
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curriculum design are t~e constancy of change and the prevalence of. 
diversity (Shermis, 196.5, pp. 105-106), Hanna (1968, p. 69) enumerates 
twelve problem cat~gories attributable to change and diversity which she 
considers as having implication for curriculum design. These include: 
(1) the accelerated tempo of change 
(2) expansion of science, technology and automation 
(3) explosion of population 
(4) increased interdependence of individuals and peoples 
(5) the e~anded role of government 
(6) intergroup friction and discord 
(7) worldwide rivalry of ideologies 
(8) intensified nationalism vs. world cooperation 
(9) cultural differences and conflict in values 
(10) intercultural relations, 
(11) accelerated consumption of.natural resources 
(12) waste of human resources. 
In considering the school's responsiveness to the demands of the 
society which it serves Arnstine (1967, p. 352) cautions tha~ when a 
curriculum is designed totally in response to the needs of a,society the 
individual is controlled by soci~ty and education can well become.a 
vehicle. for indoctrination. · Phenix (1950, p. 12) alert~ curriculum 
specialists to.the need for de~igning curriculum which "will prepare 
students for participation in the society th~t ought to be rather than 
conformity to the world as it. is. 11 Mannheim (1952, p. 233) proposes that 
knowledge is.not merely a question of adapting men to a certain level of 
development, but of produci~g individuals capable.of developing the 
existing form of society beyond itself to a further stage .. Dewey (1961) 
proposed as a goal of education that education should not only transmit a 
way of life but.also improve that way of life. From a sociological 
perspective of curriculum design there is a need to direct attentio~ to 
the development of curriculum destgn with sufficient flexibility to 




The psychological . dimension is concerned with the human factor in . 
curriculum design. Psyehologists have defined three domains of human 
behavior as.cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. The cognitfve in-
volves action taken on the basis of knowledge.gained throug~ past experi-
ences, reason,. evaluation, and imagination (Snyder and Peterson, 1970). 
The affective domain is concerned with,attitudes, emotions, values, 
interests, and motives (Combs, 1968; Frazier, 1971). Studies concern:i,ng 
the development of psychomotor skills .recognize the significance of the 
development of various motor skills as prerequis:i,t.es to the. acquisition 
Qf cognitive skills (Kephart, 1960; Frostig, 1964). 
The development of skills in each of these areas has implications 
for curriculum design. In the area of cognitive behavior such factors a 
readin.ess, transfer and reinforcement of learning, motivation, and indi-
vidual differe~ces are all pertinent t~ the-development of basic intel-
lectual skills. Curriculum design may either facilitate or i~hibtt this 
development (McDonald, 1966). 
In the affective domain the inclusion in the design of process 
skills such as perceiving, communicating, loving, knowing, decision 
making, patterning, creating, and valuing is,significant (Berman, 1968). 
In the psychomotor domain the development of some motor skills pro-
vides readiness for participation in an academic,setting. Kephart (1960, 
pp. 20-31) maintains that the development of skills in the psychomotor 
area are prerequisite to the-performance of many co~nitive tasks. These 
skills include gross motor _skills which involve large muscle activity, 
eye-hand coordination which includes physical and psychological skills 
such as laterality, directionality, the _ability to stop, eye movements, 
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and dexterity, the temporal spatial translatiOJ), which involves skills 
necessary for copying, and form perception which recognizes skills used 
in identifying various elements in a perceptual impression and organizing 
or integrating that into a figure or form. There is need for designing a 
learning environment.which facilitates the development of the three 
domains of human behavior: the cognitive. the affective. and the psycho-
motor .. 
Theoretical Dimensions 
Theoretical dimensions in curriculum design deal with strategies 
relevant to implementation and accountability. Included in the theoreti-
cal dimension is a systems approach to decision making, role clarifica-
tion and the use of resources to improve the design. There is a need for 
the inclusion of elements of systems theory in the development and imple-
mentation of curriculum design .. 
Summary 
Societal changes and the increasing cost of education have focused 
attention on the concept of a.year-round educational program, Proponents 
of the year-round school contend that the extended school year in addi-
tion to providing an improved educational program offers maximum economic 
efficiency in terms of use of facilities and staff. 
The concept of year-round education if viewed only from. the per-
spective of expanding the school calendar. is insignificant .. However, it 
is the consensus of year-round school supporters that combined with cur-
riculum revision a~d with the establishment of new educational priorities. 
the year-round school may well provide educational opportunities which 
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are more relevant to todayts rapid changes. 
For the curriculum designed for the year-rouncj. school the investi-
gator has used philosophical, sociological, psychological and theoretical 
dimensions to define objectives in terms of needs assessed to establish a 
conceptual framework for the design. Chapter II describes the implica-
tions of these dimensions for each design component. Assumptions,rele-:-
vant to each component are made, supportive data is provided for the 
assumptions and organization strategies are defined. 
The investigator contends ,that the development of an organizational 
scheme which recognizes the interaction of design components, provides 
accessibility to both human and material resources and offers sufficient 
flexibility in terms of learning alternatives are essential requisites to 
an improved ed.ucational program. It is believed that the year-round 
s~hool offers a promising setting for the nurture of these requisites. 
Definitions 
Conceptual framework - a way of .organizing thinking about all matters 
• that are important to curriculum development, 
Curriculum - all those learnings intended for a,student or group of 
students (Good+ad, 1963). 
Curriculum design - organization of content and learning experiences; a 
pattern of organization (Goodlad, 1963). 
Teaching strategy - patter:n and a sequence of .teacher behaviors designed 
to accommodate all important variables, conscious+y and systematically. 
Organizing centers - focal points for learning through which the school's 
objectives are to be attained (Goodlad, 1963). 
Continuity - .the reiteration of desired behavior through learning 
experiences concerned with reinforcement anc\ bro~dening in sc<;>pe·an4 
depth of learning experiences (Goodlad, 1963). 
Sequence - related to the order or gradation of-learning; each learning 
experience buiids on and broadens.previously learned concepts (Goodlad, . . 
1963). 
Integration .2f learning - concerned with relating what the stu4ent is 
learning in one field to content.and learning experiences in another 
field. 
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Ontology - a philosophical construct concerning nature of reality and the 
destiny of man. 
EFistemology - a philosophical construct concerning the nature and source 
of knowledge or pertaining to that which is true. 
Axiology - a philosophical construct concer11ing the _nature of values or . 
pertaining to,that_which is considereq good. 
Basic skills - skills deemed essential for effective functioning (Gagne, 
1970). 
Process skills - .skills which have an element of ongoingness about them; 
Berman (1968J identifies eight process skills as perceiving, communicat-
ing, loving, decision making, knowing, patterning, creating, and valuing. 
Such skills may be applied to a wide scope of situations. 
Vertical organization - aspects.involved in learning as.the pupil moves 
forward in school from grade to grade _or leyel to level. 
Hqrizontal organization -.relates to alternatives provided.in terms of 
learning experiences on a. frequent - perhaps. even on a daily basis .. 
Continuou~ progress - a philosophy in_ which the prime COI!llllitment .is to 
the recognition of indiyidual differences; involves a strategy for the 
fluid movement of students.and a sequenti~l arran~ement of content to be 
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learned. 
Differentiated staffing - a staffing pattern in which there is a differ-
entiation of tasks and responsibilities for teachers requiring different 
levels of competency and having different salary ranges. 
CPM (Critic~l Path Method) - the path which requires the longest time 
between the starting date and the final termination.· 
Dummy activities - do not involve work or consume time or resources in 
the system under consideration. Indicate a necessary procedure or 
dependency upon events. 
Event - boundary point which indicates the beginning or ending of an 
activity. 
Interface event - when one sequence of activities ends or interests 
another. 
Milestone events - key program or project accomplishments in the network. 
PERT - Program Evaluation and Review Techrdque 
PERT/CPM Process - pictorial plan, schedule, or budget designed to guide 
planners in initiating and controlling initial or one of a kind complex 
system operations or networks (Kaimann, pp. 43-57). 
Slack - time existing on every path in the network except the critical 
path which comprises the difference between the predicted activity time 
and the latest allowable time needed for completion. 
System - sets of elements or parts which possess some degree of inde-
pendence or identity but, at the same time, are an integral part of a 
larger ensemble or whole, 
CHAPTER II·· 
DIMENSIONS·OF DESIGN 
There are certain fundament~l beliefs which provide the underpinings 
for the organhati-on and implementation of curriculum design. Basic 
assumptions concerning the nature of man, the nature of learning and 
knowledge, and the nature of values within a society fall within the 
philosophic~! dimension of design. Other dimensions include: the 
psychological which is concerned with the human factor; the sociological 
concerned with societal changes; and the theoretical dimension wh:i,ch re-
lates to a systematic approach to dec;isi0,n making, rG>le clarification, 
and the change process. 
The following is a revie~ of philosophical, psychological and 
sociological beliefs and theoretical strategies which provide support for 
the assumptio.ns made in developing tl).e year-round school·· curriculum 
design .. Supported by e~rly proponen~s of pragmatism such as _Bac9I1, and 
Comte and more. recently Pierce, James» and Dewey (Butler,. 1968); the 
designer assumes the philosophical position of the pragmat:i,st in develop-
ing a curric~lum design for the year~round school. 
Philosophical Dimensions. 
The philosophical dimension is concerned with three basic con-
structs: th~ ontological or the nature of man; the axiological or the. 
nature .of valuing and values; and the epistemological or the natur~ of 
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knowledge (Snyder and Peterson, 1970). 
Ontelogy 
From the perspective of the .pragmatist reality is defined as. the 
reaction of the human being t9 his environment; reality is the sum total 
of what we experience. · Man and .his environment are responsible .for what 
I 
is- real (Kneller, 1971, p. 209). 
Change to the pragmatist is the essence of reality and unlike the 
realist and the idealist pragmatists believe that human nature c~n be 
changed. The child is regarded by the pragmatist as an active organism 
who is continµally interpreting and reconstructing his experiences 
(Morris; 1961). 
Axiology 
According to Kneller (1971, p. 220) axiology is concerned with.three 
basic questions: (1) Are-values subjective or objective; personal or 
impersonal? (2) Are values cl~anging or constant? (3) Are there 
hierarchies of value? 
The pragmatist considers values as being relat~ve. As cultures 
·change; values change; as societies change, values change (Bayles,_ 1966). 
The pragmatist believes in testing problems as one ·-would test ideas t 
Human problems are considered by the pragmatist in .a scientific and 
objective manner and values are chosen which would most effectively solve 
them. Values.in the view of the pragmatist should not be imposed by.a 
higher authority but determined through open discussion based o~ objec-
tive evidence (Shermis, 1967}. 
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Epistemology. 
Pragmatism, like realism, is an epistemological philosophy.(Martin, 
1966). For the pragmatist compilation of facts does not constitute know-
ledge. The pragmatist uses sense perception as his frame of reference 
and is unwilling to accept knowledge verified in the past at face value. 
Knowledge to the pragmatist is produced by a "transaction" between man 
and his environment. 
William James contended that an idea is true if it has favorable 
consequence for the person who holds it. Pierce and Dewey maintain that 
only after an idea has satisfactory results is it true and these results 
should be observed objectively and tested scientifically if possible. 
For the pragmatist the truth of an idea depends on the consequences that 
are observed objectively when the idea is put into operation. 
From the position of the pragmatist the curriculum should be flexi-
ble and open to revisions to accommodate the notion that "change is the 
essence of reality." Since man cannot be separated from the world in 
which he lives, school cannot be separated from life. Education in the 
view of the pragmatist is life -- not preparation for life (Dewey, 1961). 
Learning experiences for the pragmatist should deal with real life .situa- · 
tions which are relevant to everyday living. 
Kneller (1971, p. 229) quotes William James as he describes the 
position of the pragmatist in his belief tqward the nature of maff, the 
nature of values, and the nature of knowledge as follows. 
She (pragmatism) has in fact no prejudices whatever, no ob-
structive dogmas, no rigid canons of what shall count as proof. 
She is completely genial. She will entertain any hypothesis, 
she will consider any evidence .•. Her only test of probable 
truth is what works best . . . what fits every part of life 
best, and what combines-with the collectivity of experience's 
demands, nothing being omitted ... You see how democr~tic. 
she is. Her manners are as various and flexible, her resources 
as _rich and endless and her conclusions a~ friendly as those_of 
mother nature. 
Psychological Dimensions 
From a psychological perspective the designer has ass.urned an 
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eclectic position supported by as,s~tions emerging from the viewpoint of 
the humanists and two psychological systems: genetic psychology which 
provides the theoretical support for the developmentalists and b~havior-, 
ism supporting the learning strategies in which~ more·structure approach 
is needed. 
In essence the designer has derived assumptions from a composite of 
certain aspects of both be~aviorism and developmentalism. Follow:ing is a 
brief review of each psychological th~ory.as it relates to the learner, 
The Learn.er 
Behaviorism had its beginnings more than fifty years ago with John. 
B. Watson. A controversial mode:r;n proponent of behaviorism, B. F, 
Skinner (1972, p. 65) defines behaviorism as-"a philosophy of.a science. 
of behavior." He expands this definition by alluding to the fact that 
instead of attributing behavior tQ states of minds or feelings we attrib-
ute it to.environmental history. Operant behavior emerging from Thorn-
dike's study of the law of effect is described by Skinner (1972, p. 66) 
as behavior which operates upon the environment in producing effects. 
Unlike the stimulu~-respon~e theory,, in which something occurs (a 
stimulus) tQ entiqe th~ organism to act (the response) - in operant 
conditioning something very important h~ppens after the organism acts. 
In operant analysis, a current. psychological system us.ed by post 
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Skinnerians, consideration is given to three elements: the setting, the 
behavior, and the consequences. A more current basic principle.of 
behaviorism is t~at behavior i~ affected by its consequences; 
The behaviorists' belief con~erning the nature of man has its origin 
in the philosophical outlook of real~sm or positivism which was,supported 
by early stimulus response associationism. Realists assume the basic 
principle of the universe is cause an.d effect; , every event is caused by 
that which has gone before: By nature man is a neutral, passive organism 
shaped by .his environment. This belief which embraces the scientific 
conception of human.behavior entails the acceptance of detenninism. Sup-
porters of determinism contend that behavior is caused and environment 
controls the individual (Bigge, 1967). B. F, Skinner (1971) the leader 
in the behavior modification movement, mai~tains that through evolution 
the environment selects the ,behaviors t~at survive in one's genes. Envi.., 
ronmental conditioning shapes each person and in order to control behavior 
one must control the envi;onment; thus-a learning environment which fea-
tures any degree of control. whether it be in the selection of learning 
materials or the identification of specific learning strategies must 
recognize aspects of behaviorism in the design. 
Humanism is described as a movement more than a theory or system. 
In contrast; to the beQ.avio.rists who contend that,man is: a neutral, pas-
sive organism shaped by his environment, humanists in agreement with the 
developmentalists, adhere.to a philosophy of n1;1.tural unfoldment, Sup-
ported by the psychological viewpoint of proponents of idealism, humanists 
believe that man is naturally good and at.the sa.me time active in relat~on 
to his environment. Earlier propo11,ents of this belie~ were Jean Rous.seau 
and Frie~rich Froebel, 
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More recent supporters of the humanistic viewpoint include Allport 
(1954),. Kelley (1952) and Combs {1962). These authorities believe that 
man is in the process of bec0ming; in experiencing man reacts, evaluates, 
and projects, Such.responses establish him_ as a rational being. 
Coleman (1960, p. 11) althqugh viewed by many as a supporter of the 
humanistic viewpoint assumes a more.eclectic stance. He supports 
humanism in his belief that man is creative and purposeful whi.le at the 
same time acknowledging that much of human behavior is determined by con-
ditioning and also that opinions, values and ways of behaving are not 
only influenced by experiences but also by the culture in which one 
lives. Coleman (1960, p. 28) continues with this premise by attributing 
aggressiveness and cruelty in man to distorted pathological c~nditions, 
repeated failure, or a repressive culture. 
Havighurst and Piaget.are contemporary subscribers .to the humanistic 
movement, Proponents of genetic psychology frequently referred to as 
developmentalists Havighurst and Piaget view growth, development, adjust-:-
ment, and learning as synonymous. · 
The Nature of Learning 
Early behaviorists define learning as non-purposive habit formation 
in which habits are formed through conditioning. For the behaviorist, 
experience has little significance and when he does .use the term it is 
defined mechanistically, Experience could mean no more than a condition-
ing process by which one acquires a new respons~. 
Other components of learning such as perception, sensation, interac-
tion and motivation are also defined in mechanistic terms. Perception is 
a two-step process (sensing and deriving meaning) which focuses on 
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particular objects of the enviranment only to ,the extent; that; previous 
conditioning dir~cts, Sen~ation to,the learner may prove'to be'indis-
criminate in that he ,frequenqy tends to take in all the aspects of the 
physical world to which his sense or~ans are sensitive. The behaviorist 
describes interaction as.a chain of caus~ and effects. Stimuli are 
causes; response are effects. Motivation is the urge to act which 
results -from a stimulus. Man -- like a machine-~ has no thought-out 
goal (Bigge, 1964). 
From the perspective of the developmentalist supported by principles 
of genetic psychology, learning is.an internal process involving growth 
and development of the individual's personality. The underlying assuin:p-
tion is that the .learning process is the development of that which is 
already there. 
Venable (1967, p. 78) quoting Havighurs~ explains learning in terms 
of "developmental tasks in which there is a sequence of essential learn-
ing experiences r~sulting from need~ of children at varyin~ stages.of. 
development." Each developmental task is pres~nted to a given age level., 
Havighurst.contends that learnin~ is not a matter of stockpiling factual 
knowled~e but a process of growth in which each age level presents the 
child with challenges, some of which are derived internally while others. 
are brought about by living in a certain social scheme. 
Venable (1967, p. 78} continues to support Havighurst's basic need 
premise when he quotes anthropologist Montague. as follows: "From simple, . 
direct experiences.growing out of basic needs, the individual evolves 
toward more'complex, subtle, and human-like experiences which make him a 
fit member of human society." 
In con~urrence with .viewpoints of other developmentalists Piaget 
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believes in the philosophy of natura] unfoldment which he describes in 
four stages of cognitive development (Wadsworth,, 1971, pp. 114-115): the 
sensori-mofor stage which includes the period from birth to two years; the 
preoperational stage from two to seven years; the concrete operational 
stage from seven to el.even years; and the formal operational stage from 
eleven to fifteen years. Although Piaget descrioes s-trages of development 
within this period he stresses that age norms .are only approximate. Ei~.ch 
stage is sufficiently open ended tq allow for different levels of abili-. 
ty, knowledge, and skills as function of the rote ~nd quality of the 
learning experience they enco\J.ll.ter. 
Cognitive Stages of Development 
The first two years of life are described as the sensori-motor peri-
od. During this period development proceeds from reflex activity to 
representation aIJ,d sensori-motor solutions to problems. 
The infant interacts with his -environment by using his reflexes 
which are inherent; in his biologica~ endo\ffllent. · Normal development of 
the infant is characterized by a maze of undifferentiated, unspecified, 
and unreflective experiences. Sigel states (1964, p. 215), "to accomp.-
lish this the infant establishes a dif~erentiation of himself from 
objects; he localizes himself in space; he e~tablishes a begiIJ,ning aware-
ness of cause and effect, of time and space." 
During the preoperational period (2-7 years) development proceeds 
from sensori-motor representation to prelogical thought.and solutions to 
problems, This period is characterized by an increasing importance of 
language. Iri acquiring concepts.the child must.use a CQmplex set of. 
processes, He must.become increasingly more·sensitive to objects.in his 
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concrete world. The .child must become aware not only of the existence of 
concrete objects but also be cognizant of the many characteristics and 
attributes of such objects. "What is it like?" and "What does it do?" 
frequent ques1;:ions from this age group, verify the child 1s natural pro-
pensity to organize diverse items into classes or categories. Duri11.g 
this period language facilitates as well as directs the process of con-
ceptualization. 
The operational stage occurs approximately between the ages of seven 
and eleven. During this period la11.guage becomes increasingly more sig-
nificant. Development proceeds fr9m prelogical thought to logical solu-
tions to concrete problems. 
The formal operation st~ge occurring between eleven and fifteen 
years is characterized by the development of the.abiU.ty to think scien-. 
tifically and find logical solutions to problems. With the maturation of 
cognitive struct~res the child is able to.solve complex verbal problems 
(Piaget, 1967). 
Piaget devotes little attention to the emotional aspect of develop-
ment, However, he does ad.mi t th.at emotions influence thought, and that no 
act of intelligence is complete without emotions. 
Curriculum design considered from the behaviorist's perspective is 
more structured with emphasis on periodic assessment and prescriptive 
teaching, The psychology which endorse~ behijviorism is amenable to 
instructional areas where progranuned learning materials are effective. 
From the developmental viewpoint the learning environment should be one 
in which the child has freedom to.explore, choose, and invest:i,gate with 
limited guidance from the t~acher. The year-round school curriculum 
design includes aspects of both psychological systems. 
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Sociological Dimensions 
It is the C(?nsensus,of many (Hanna, 1962; Berman, 1968; Toffler, 
1972) that the rapidity at which change is occurring in society is one of 
the prevalent problems which education faces today. These authors,con-
tend that the task of educating today's you~h to cope with an unknown 
future with intelligen,ce and confidence requires a new focus in curricu-
lwn which will allow the learner to discover new meanings and solutions 
to problems. 
If a system o:f education is to function properly in a democratic 
society, its underlying philosophy must be in tune with the basic tenets. 
of that s<;>ciety (Dewey, 1961). Current day social conditions.reflect 
constancy of change and a prevalence of diversity as characteristics 
which have implications for curric4lum. There is a need for a design 
which reflects.flexibility to accommodate that change an4 features 
sufficient alte~atives to recognize divers~ty. 
Theoretical Dimensions 
In a rapidly moving society where there is an increasing need for 
emphasis on interpersonal ·Ski,.ns·.the recognition of a systematic proce-:-
dure for the improvement of cornmunic~tion, is significant (Hershey and 
Blanchard, 1972). Shared decis~on making is becoming increasingly more 
evident as teachers become more vocal and the public becomes more aware, 
A systems approach to decision making and role clarification has implica-
tions for the implementation of cur~iculum design. 
Sununary 
There is an agreement among curriculum theorists [Taba, 1962; 
Phenix, 1964; Tyle~, 1964], that the most universal need in th~ area of 
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c~rriculum design is the recognition of the importance of philqsophical, 
sociological, psychological, and. th,eoretical dimensions in proviC,.ing a 
conceptual framework for the development of curriculum. · Such a framework 
provides a systematic procedure for establishi,ng goals .and objectives for 
each design component. Chapter II provides a review of philosophical, 
psychological and sociological beliefs and theoretical str~tegies which 
provide support for the assumptions made concerning each component of the 
year-round school curriculum design. 
In developing a curriculum desi~n for th~ year-r9und school the de-
signer assumed the philos9phical position of the pragmatist in which 
reality, viewed.as the sum total of what we experience, is defined. as the 
' ' 
reaction of the human, being to h.is environment. The designer in conc1:1r-
rence with the pragmatist recognizes chan~e as the essenc~ of reality and 
man and his environment as being responsible for what is real. Viewing 
the child as an active organism the designer contends.that the learning 
environment for the year-:-round school.should be designed to provide 
opportunity for experimentation and problem solving. 
In col)sidering the .nature of :values (axiology) and the nat:ure.of 
knowledge (epistemolog~') the ,designer in concurrenc~ wit}}. the pragmatist 
philosophy considers '(alµes as being relative; as cultures chan~e, values 
change; as societies .change, values change. From .an. epistemological 
perspective, the designer in ac9ordance with the pragmatist views the 
truth of.an idea as dependent upon the .consequences that are observed ob-
j ectively when the idea is operative. · The.refore, the c~rriculun:i designed 
for th.e year-round school is flexible and open to revisions to accommo-
date the notion that change is the. essence of reality. 
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From a psychological perspective the de~igner has assumed an eclect~c 
position supported by beliefs emerging from two psychological systems: 
genetic. psychology which provides the the_oretical support for the devel-
opmentalist and beh~viorism supporting the le~rning strategies in which a 
more.structural approach·is needed. In concurrence with .Coleman (1966) 
the designer conterids that although .ml'J.n is cre~tive and purposeful, at 
the.same time much 9f humax:i behavior is determined by conditioning; 
opinions, values, and ways of behavinf are not only influenced by experi-
ences but by the culture in which one, lives. The cun;iculum design for 
the year-round school reflects aspects of .both psychological systems. In 
the vertical grouping of students the designer h~s used the developmental 
growth . stag es as . advocated by Piaget. In the a:r,-ea of humani t~es ;md the 
process skills centers where pupils have opportunities to explore anq 
make choices the philosophy of the developmentalist is also evident. In. 
the basic skills area for ages 8-ll where a more careful diagnosis is. 
made and a more structured approach is needed, aspects of behaviorism are 
easily identified. 
Within the.theoretical dimension, the designer recognizes the neeq 
of a.system's.approach to implementation. This need is accoI11IQ.odated in 
the .design by .using the .Crit~cal Path Meth~d (CPM) to p·rovide a syste-
m~tic .method of accountability in the implement9:tion of the design. 
CHAPTER III 
SELECTION AND ORGANIZATION OF CONTENT 
AND LEARNING EXPERIENCES 
The selection and organization of content and learning experiences 
is a design problem which is becomin~ progressively more serious,among 
educators. Curriculum theorists (Phenix, 1968; Tyler, 1957) have advo-
cated that cont~nt should be selected a~d organized in terms of purposes. 
and that these purposes should be,formulated from an analysis of data 
derived from the need~ of the individual, the needs of society, and the 
nature of knowledge. However, e:x:amination of content organizational pat":' 
terns current;ly in: use indicates that change in the .selection and organi ... 
zation of content an~ learning experiences is emerging slowlf, Little 
attention is given by practit:i,oners to the evaluation of present organi.,,. 
zational schemes-and the exploration of new emphases. Paul Klohr (1971, 
p. 455) laments the fact thB:t larger,learnings proposed by Frazier and 
the new priorities explorec!. by Berman have not been in the picture. 
A Historical Perspective 
Historically, addi~ions hav~ been made to the content area but 
limited considera~ion has been given,to the deletion of irrelevant 
content. Burns (1970, p. 4) supports this contention when he st~tes, 
"Virtually all the subjects taught now in._ the elementary and secondary 
'. . ' 
schools were taught in 1920." T~ba (1962, p. 264) voices the same. 
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conce,rn when she st~tes, "When more and more diverse.content is pressed. 
into the same amount of time, it becomes impossible to preserve unity, 
depth, or sequence in learning. 11 
A review of past practices in organizing content reflects a commit-
ment by most eduators to organizing content. by separate subject. Limited 
attempts were ma4e in the early 1900's to break down subject matter 
barriers. The organization of instructional units cutting across subject 
boundaries and t~e writings of Thoma~ Hopkins on curriculum integration 
had some impact. However, such writers _as Kandel (1935, p. 157) protest-
ed that the integration of subject matter e~phasized methods ._and external 
mechanics rather than content. 
With Sputnik in 1957 came a renewed emphasis on separate subjects. 
Government intervention played a significant role in the organization of 
curriculum content. Federal support for projects such as the School 
Mathematics Study Group.and t~e National Science Foundation mandated that 
each subject maintain its identity as a separate discipline. 
In assessing the positive aspects of such-projects it may well be 
that they will provide the impetus for a new thrust in determining lear~-
ing activities and organization of ,content and learning experiences. 
Miel (1964) proposes that deepe,r understanding of the key concepts o:f; 
separate disciplines and t~e nature of separate pieces.of the total 
curric4lum may lay the foundation for curric4lum content synthesis. 
Problems in Content Selection 
Taba (1962, pp. 263-264) identifies the selection of content as one. 
of the crucial decisions in curricul~ development.and points out the 
need for a rational method of select_ing content. She verifies her 
concern by enumerating four major problems which curriculum speciali,sts 
should recognize in the selection of content. 
(1) The ferment in education and the confusion among 
educatc;,rs ·. about criteria for the selection and organization of 
content i~ rapidly,increasing. · 
(2) The knowledge explosion n~ces!?itates eithe:r;- adding 
more subjects or assigning new priorities in the current 
offerings to make room for new knowledge and new concepts. 
(3) A new definition of literacy has emerged which re-
quires an understanding of a bewildering variety of living 
conditions and the sobering inequality of the~e conditions. 
(4) The extension of the objectives of education has 
called for new areas of learning which were not part of the 
classical curriculum. 
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An improved educational teqhnology.presumably permits an expansion. 
of what can be learned in a given ti~e. Newly tapped realms of knowledge 
not only broaden the scope of materials.and resources.from which content 
may be selected but also warrants _consideration of another component-~ 
the productive use of the student's time.. Berman (1968, p. 1) cautions. 
that children may become overloaded with concepts and reconnn(;lnds that new 
priorities be established in conceptualizing what and how the school will 
teach. 
Criteria for the Selection of.Content 
Fraser (1962, p. 13) admo11,ishes curriculum specialists that "cont~nt 
that was pertinent alld useful for t~e learning of an earlier generation 
may no longer be the most U$eful for the learning of children whose·lives 
will extend intq the twenty-first century." Tradition should not be con"." 
sidered an appropriate criteria for the selection of content. Fraser 
continues further by recommending criteria to be followed in.improving 
the selection and placement of content at the elementary level. 
(1) Content is _the means.to selected goals and does not 
represent a goal in itself; 
(2) Content should be pl~ced so that children can gai!l a 
sequential development, from one school year tQ the next, of 
the generalizations, values, and skills that are the goals of 
education. · 
(3) · The existing program should be examined to determine 
whether it is failing to challenge pupils ~nd, if so~ what can 
be done through better selection and placement of content to 
raise children's standards of .performance ~nd broaden their 
learning horizons. 
(4) The selection and placement of content must help 
youngsters learn in ·such a manner that they establish rela-
tionships and grow toward an incre~singly mature organization 
of their knowledge. 
(5) Curriculum research must.be adequately financed, 
broad in scope, and draw on the cooperative efforts of public 
school personnel, academic scholars, scholars in the appropri-
ate fields of professional education, .and informed lay 
persons. 
Continuity, sequence, and integration are the three criteria con-
sidered by Tyler (1957, p. 255) as essential for a.well organized cur7 
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riculum. He further describes continuity as the reiteration of desired 
behavior through learning experiences. 
Goodlad (1963, pp. 25-50) describes the continuity aspect of the 
organization of content and learning experiences as being concerned with 
the reinforcement and broadening in scope and depth of learning experi-
ences. Thus, continuity is.concerned with timing, scope, and depth of 
content and should be.considered in.sustaining and reinforcing learnings 
as they emerge in the curriculum. 
Sequence is related to the order.or gradation of learning; each 
learning experience builds on and broadens previously learned concepts 
(Stratemeyer, Forkner, McKim, and Passon, 1947, pp. 86-105). 
Integration of learning is concerned with relating what the student 
is learning in one field to content and learning experiences in another 
field. Belleck (1965, p. 320) supports the significance of the integra-
tion potential of content when he alludes to the limited time and 
capacity of the sch,ool~ Belleck raises the question, "What shall the 
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schools .teac~ to secure. results that.can be generalized beyond·the iinme-
diate situation in which the learning takes place?" Berman (1968, pp. 
9-10) supports. this concern wh~n she_ describes man as a "process .oriented 
being" and cal ls attention to his need for t'4,e development of proce~s. 
skills which may be used in a variety of.contexts. 
Continuity, sequence and integration are significant criteria for 
consideration in the selection a~d organization of content and learning 
experiences. These criteria are us~d as organizing elements in the year-
round curriculum design. 
Assumptions Concerning Content and 
Learning Experiences 
Following are assumptions made by the designer related to the 
selection and organization of content and learning experiences. Support-
ive data is provided and implications ._for tq.e year-round design are 
described. 
Assumption 1: The timing, continuity and integration of learn-
ing experiences s~oulq be determined physiologi-. 
cally and psychologically. 
When considering the physiological and psychological determinants i:q 
the selection of content and learning experie~ces,one is concerned with 
the developmental growth of the learner.in terms of his_physical, intel-
le.ctual and emotional growth (Barth and Rathbone, 1969). 
Phenix (195$, pp. 69-72) in concurrenc·e with many developmental . 
theorists (Enhelder and Piaget, 1968; Havighurst, 1953; Ames, 1965} con-
siders physiological and psycholo~ical growth as especially significant 
in making curriculum decisions concerning timing or~ concepts should 
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be introduced, 
Several proponents of developmental theories have defined.growth 
stages in terms of biological, .intellectual, and social development, 
Piaget (1967) has delineated a fairly exact sequence of development from 
intuitive thinking, to being able to reason concretely, to the utiliza-
tion of abstractions.· Ginsburg and Opper (1969, p. 231) in relating 
Piaget's theory to educational practices cautions that childre~ should 
not be forced to.learn materials for which they are not ready. Enhelder · 
and Piaget contend that a child cannot learn to perform any activity for 
which the requisite physical organs and cognitive structures have not. 
matured. Havighurst (1953) defined a.hiarchical system of developmental 
tasks. He defined developmental task as "a problem which arises at or 
about a certain period in the life of the individual, successful achieve-
ment of which leads to his well being, pesitive adjustment, and success 
with later tasks." Failure to perform these tasks (problems), however, 
leads to unhappiness in the individual, disapproval by society, and dif-
ficulty with later tasks. Such tasks are believed to arise from three. 
different sources: physical mat~ration, .cultural pressures, and personal 
values and aspirations. 
Ilg and Ames (1965) contend that the child's develqpmental level 
determines readiness,for academic tasks. They have constructed a devel-
opmental examination to.be used in assessing the developmental level of 
children ages 5-10. 
Frostig (1964) maintains that.roughly 20-25 percent of beginning 
first grade children are insufficiently mature in percept4al development 
to make successful academic progress without "undue effort." Frostig 
goes · even further by defining the optimal age span .. for the development of 
visual perception as ages three ,and one half to seven and one half. 
Content and learning experiences must be organized in such a way 
that the timing of learning experiences ,does not conflict with develop-
mental growth patterns. 
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The recognition of developm~nta+ growth stages is evident in the 
vertical organizational scheme for content and learning experience in the 
year-round design. 
Assumption 2: The timing, continuity and integration of learn-
ing experiences should be,determined logically 
and sociologically. 
Logical and sociological determinants relate to the function of the 
learning experience in terms of learner needs and the relevance of the 
learning experience to societal needs. Fraser (1962, p. 15) cautions 
that the ability of a pupil to learn.a particular content at a given age 
is not the only criterion for the selection of content. Fraser contin-
ues by posing other questions which should be asked such as: (1) How 
will the child's total school program be affected? (2) Will other con-
tent potentially more significant at the child's.present stage of learn-
ing and growth have to be minimized? (3) Are there other content areas 
not receiving adequate attention t~at deserve a higher priority? (4) Is 
the concept or subject one which the child can learn more·easily at a 
later stage of development? and (5) Does the concept of learning 
experience fit into the developmental pattern.of the child? 
Content and learning experiences .should be relevant to the society 
setting in which the learner functions and be logical in terms of the 
learner's needs. The year-round design accommodates both social relevance 
and function in the horizontal organizational scheme. 
Assumption 3: Process skills should be recognized as being as, 
significant a~ basic intelle~tual skills in 
selecting and organizing content and learning 
experiences. 
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A major ,controversy related to selec;tion and organization of-content 
over the past decade has been conceni.~d with the relative importance of 
content and process. 
Basic skills or intellectual skills are defined as those skills 
deemed essential for effective functioning while process skills are des-. 
cribed by Berman (1968) as those skills which have an element of ongoing-
ness about them. Parker and Rubin (1967, p. 1) define prqces~ as a 
system for leani.ing or a.cluster of diverse procedures which surround the 
acquisiti9n and utilization of knowledge. Berman (p. 10} identifies 
eight process skills which include perceiving, communicating, loving, 
decision making, knowing, patterning, cre~ting, and valuing. Process 
skills may be applied to.a wide scqpe of situations. 
Burns ,(1970) and Berman (1968) ~eplore.the deficiency in emphasis on 
process skills. On the other hand Gagne.(1970) cautions that: 
Schoel learning h~s two perspectives, and both are neces-
sary for effective human development. One cannot confine· 
instruction t0 the learning of basic intelli:,ctual skills, since 
these amount to little >1nless they.are used in a great variety 
of problem solving situations requiring imagination and 
inventiveness. 
Gagne further states that "One cannot,adequately design opportunities for 
creative thought for students-who do not possess the basic intellectual 
skills necessarr for effective functioning. 
G0odlad (1963.) and Miel (1963) propose that both the prqblem-
centered and the discipline-centered approach be used in curriculum 
design •. Othe!' curricu_lum specialist,s (Frazier, 1968; Frost and Rowland, 
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1969) concur with these authors in the belief that in a well designed 
curriculum attention must be directed to the two perspectives: a syste-
matic development of basic intellectual skills and opportunities must be 
provided for creativity and independent thinking which emphasize values 
and quality of life commitments. 
Process skills emphasized during the orientation period include per-
ceiving which is considered the stinrulus for all of man's behavior, 
creating which is dependent upon readiness of perception, and communica-
ting which is considered important at all levels. 
Process skills emphasized during the exploratory/reinforcement phase 
include valuing, caring, and knowing. As children move from emotional 
dependence to growing independence and eventually into fruitful interde-
pendence Berman (1968) contends that helping children to develop skill in 
establishing priorities is a significant objective. A priority becomes a 
value only after a given priority has repeatedly been established by a 
person. Caring and knowing are process skills which are closely related 
to valuing (Harmin, Kirschenbauner and Simon, 1973). 
Process skills emphasized during the quest phase are decision 
making, knowing, and valuing. Due to the growing independence of most 
children in this age group (7-9) the designer has designated these skills 
for emphasis during this phase. The year-round design recognizes the 
significance of the development of process skills by including specific 
process skills for emphasis during each learning phase. 
Assumption 4: Learning alternatives are a significant aspect 
of the curriculum design. 
Sealey (1966) in concurrence with Webber in reporting observations 
made in the British Primary School, contends that when learning 
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alternatives are provided for children they accept the responsibility for 
their own learning experiences. The year-round design features learning 
centers, using the integrated day concept during the orientation period 
and includes.personal development and environmental improvement as ,an 
in~tructional area in the exploratory/reinforcement and quest phases. 
Also, pupils enrolled in the quest phase may have the option of spending 
more.time in one instructional area than anqther. 
The organizational scheme designed for the year-round curriculum is 
two directional. In this scheme, a modification of a scheme proposed by 
Goodlad (1967), consideration is given to providing alternatives as.the 
child moves both vertically and horizontal~y. The vertical organization 
is concerned wit~ those aspects involved in learning as the child moves 
forward in school; the horizontal organizational scheme relates to the 
alternatives provided in terms of .learning experiences on a more 
frequent -- perhaps even on a.daily basis. 
Vertical Organization of Content and 
Learning Experiences 
Vertically, as the child moves forward in the year-round design, 
schooling is divided into,three sequent~al phases: orientation, 
exploratory/reinforcement, and q~est~ In determining objectives for each 
vertical phase,attention is given to the three aspects of timing defined 
by Phenix (1957, p. 15) as developmental, logical, and personal-sociai. · 
Content emphases and priority as-described by Berm.an (1968) are also con-, 
sidered. Developmental growth stages are used as a major determinant of 
timing and emphases of content and learning experiences. Although unique 
and distinctive functions are prescribed for each phase, the 
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organizational scheme provides for an overlapping aJ?.d fusion of -phases,. 
Figure 1 provides.a schematic descriptiol). for the vertical organization 
of content and learning experiences. 
Phase II: Exploratory/ 
Reinforcement 
(Ages 7-9) 
Phase I: Orientation 
(Ages. 5-7) 
Phase III: Quest 
(Ages 9-11) 
Figure 1. Vertical Organization 
Orientation Phase 
The prime objectives of the orientation phase are to develop in the 
child a positive concept toward self and to create a positive attitude 
toward learning. Using the inte~rated day conc~pt which had_ its begin-
nings in the British Infant School Movement (Wel::>ber, 1971), content as 
such is not specifically defil).ed for the orientation phase. Content is 
determined by the interests and experiences of the child. 
Unlike a conventional class:t;'oomsetting in which all six year _olds 
are introduced to formal readin~ and mathematics these content areas are· 
a part of many learning experiences.. Capitalizing on. the young child's 
propensity for exploration and his natural curiosity, the 
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language-experience approach is used in the teaching of the language arts 
and the laboratory approach in the teaching of mathematics and scien.ce, 
The expressive arts such as music 1 art and drama 1 are integrated with 
other content areas as a signifiqmt part of the curriculum. 
Process skills emphasized during the. orientation period include per-
ceiving which is the stimulus for all of man's behavior and provides a 
basis for the development of other process skills 1 creating which is 
dependent upon readiness of perc~ption 1 and communicating which is the 
sharing of meaning -- an important process skill at all levels. 
The importance of the development of physical and motor skills as a 
prerequisite to learning many cognitive skills is given special recogni-
tion during the orientation phase. Included as a content area in the 
orientation period is a learning center described on.page 48 designed for 
the development of physical and motor skills. 
In contrast to a conventional primary school setting in which there 
are clearly defined subject matter areas the emphasis and priorities 
established for the orientation period are on creating a learning envi--
ronment which facilitates what Rogers (1969, p. 5) describes as experi-
ential learning, There is a climate of freedom in which the child is an 
active participant in choosing his own direction and discovering his own 
learning resources, 
Figure 2 on the following page provides a schematic description of 
the content areas which are recognized in the orientation phase. Circles 
denote interest centers .established for each content area defined for the 
orientation phase, The process skills center provides an opportunity to 
integrate and optimize the cumulative results of the learning experiences 
which pupils have in each of t~e six designated interest centers. 
Process skills emphasized during the orientation phase include 






















Content for the exploratory/reinforcement phase is unique in that 
more.structure is provided in tenns of .content organization. Although 
broad in nature with flexibility in terms of time allocation and learning 
activities within a given area, four content areas are defined for the 
exploratory/reinforceme~t phase. These areas include: communication 
skills which include the traditional language arts subjects; mathematics 
and science; the area of humanities comprised of social studies, music, 
art, drama, and literature; and a fourth content area which focuses on 
personal development and environmental improvement. Physical education 
is included in the area of humanities. The process skills emphasized 
during the exploratory/reinforcement phase include valuing, caring and 
knowing. 
During the exploratory/reinforcement phase special attention is 
directed to the development of specific needs in the cognitive skills 
area, Individual learning styles .of pupils are explored and emphasis is 
placed on precise diagnosis of the needs of pupils. 
Quest Phase 
During the quest phase.content emphases and selection are det:.ermined 
by the pupil under the guidance of .·the teacher and with the consent of 
the parent, The four content areas defined in the exploratory/ 
reinforcement phase are also offered in the quest phase. Process skills 
receiving priority during the quest phase are decision making, knowing, 
and valuing, Content emphases are determined by the needs and interests 
of the pupiL 
Figures 2 and 3 on pages 45 and 47 provide a graphic.description of 
the vertical organization of content and learning experiences selected 
for each phase of the year--round curriculum design. 














Figure 3. Content Areas: Exploratory/ 
Reinforcement Quest Phase 
The school day is divided into four time blocks to accommodate the 
four instructional areas. Pupils enrolled in the quest phase may elect 
to spend more time in one instructional area than another. 
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Content areas for the exploratory/reinforcement and quest phases are 
depicted graphically on this page in Figure 3. 
Four content areas are defined for the exploratory/reinforcement and 
quest phases: communication skills, humanities, mathematics-science, and 
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personal development and environment~! improvement. 
At the beginning of the exploratory/reinforcement phase the pupil is 
placed on a.continuum of skills described in.Chapter III in reading, 
mathematics, and music. Prqcess .skills receiving major focus during the 
exploratory/reinforcement phase are valuing, caring and patterning. 
During the quest phase process skills receiving priori~y include decision 
making, knowing, and valuing. 
Horizontal Organization of Content and 
Learning Experiences 
For the horizontal organization of content and learning experiences, 
the designer has established as organizing elements the development of 
three types of behavior:, cognitive, psychomotor, and affective. 
Although it is evident th3;t any human behavior involves each of thes~ 
behaviors, Goodlad (1968, p. 315) considers this taxonomy a useful tool 
for determining curriculum content and evaluating teaching results. 
Goodlad further contends.that: 
Any comprehensive patterns of c~rriculum organization 
must identify the concepts (cog11.itive realm), skills (psycho-
motor realm), and values or attitudes (affective realm) to be 
used as guides in the selection of specific learningsi 
Horizontally the content for the year-round school curriculum is 
organized in.term~ of three broad areas with learning centers to accollllllo-
date each area: a physical and moto:r skills development center with pri-· 
mary.focus on developing motor skills considered prerequisite tQ learning 
basic academic skills; a cognitive skills area emphasizing basic intel-
lectual skills deemed essential for effective functioning; and the. 
affective skills ce,nter which provides opportunity for a variety. of. 
problem-solving situations with major focus on the utilization of process 
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skills. The organizing elements used in the horizontal organization are 
shown in Figure 4. The intersection of the three circles representing 
each content area (labeled D) denotes the integrated learning dimension 







Figure 4. Horizontal Organization: 
Organizing Elements 
Developmental growth stages, and the logical aspect of the intro-
duction of content and personal social factors are determinants in timing 
and emphases in terms of time allocation of the development of the three 
types of behavior used as organizing elements for content areas. Figure 
5 graphically depicts the emphasis given to the development of each 
behavior during the three phases. 
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cognitive 
A. Orientation Phase B. Exploratory/Reinforcement Phase 
C. Quest Phase 
Figure 5. Emphases: Affective, Psychomotor, 
Cognitive Behaviors 
Due to the fact that the prime objective during the orientation 
period is the development of the self concept the affective domain re-
ceives the greatest emphasis. Development of psychomotor skills is the 
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second priority established supported by the belief that the development 
of many psychomotor skills is prerequisite to the development of cogni-
tive skills, Cognitive skills receive the least emphasis during the 
orientation period depicted in Figure SA. 
During the exploratory/reinforcement period (Figure SB) the cogni-
tive skills receive the greatest emphasis. Pupils are placed on a 
continuum in reading and mathematics after a diagnosis of needs, The 
affective domain is considered a second priority while psychomotor skills 
are emphasized the least. 
During the quest phase (Figure SC) with an emphasis on the process 
skills the affective domain receives the greatest emphasis. With in-
creased independence pupils have more interest in developing interpersonal 
skills and participating in a broader scope· of activities. This is 
not4ble.in the content area stressing personal development and environ-
mental improvement. Psychomotor skills during the quest period receive 
the least emphasis, 
Summary 
Historically few significant changes have occurred in.curriculum 
content for elementary school. Al though new content ha.s been added on a 
limited basis little attention has been given to the deletion of irrele-
vant c9ntent, Prompted by federal intervention and special interest 
groups.the tendency has been to organize content as separate subjects. 
The integration aspect of subject areas ,has received limited recognition. 
The need for criteria for tl?,e selection of content is becoming in-
creasingly more evident. The knowledge explosion, the diversity of 
student population, and the lack of agreement among educators are only a 
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few of the factors contributing to the problems encountered in establish-
ing a criteria for the selecti011 of content and learning experiences~ 
Content for the year-round.school curriculum design is organized 
into broad areas with sufficient; flexibility for fusion of related sub-
ject areas. Consideration is given to the organizational content both 
vertically and hQrizontally. Vertically, content is organized for three 
differe~t phases: the orientation, .the exploratory/reinforcement, and. 
the quest phases with different emphases reconunended and priorities 
establish~d for each phase. 
Content for the orientation i~ to a great degree unscheduled and is 
determined by the needs, interests, and experiences.of the child. During 
the exploratory/reinforcement and quest phases the content is divided 
into four broad areas: the comrnunic~tion skills comprised of reading, 
language, spelling and penmanship; humanities which includes socia.l 
studies, art, music, drama, and literature; the area of mathematics and 
science; and a fourth area in which the focus is on personal development 
and environmental improvement. 
Horizont~lly ,. the development of three types of behavior has been 
established as organizing elements: cognitive, psychomotor, and 
affective with different emphases determined for each·phase by the 
developmental needs of the pupils. 
CHAPTER IV 
ORGANIZATION OF STUDENT POPULATION AND . ' . 
IDENTIFICATION OF LEARNING 
STRATEGIES 
As more attention is devoted to.the individual needs of .students the 
organization of student population becomes increasingly more significant. 
Two aspects to consider in organizing stu4ent population are vertical 
organization and horizontal organization. Vertical organization provides 
a system for classifying students and moving them upward from entry _to 
departure from the school unit (Goodlad, 1966), Horizontal organization 
refers to dividing the _student population into instructional groups and 
allocating a certain number of students· to a teacher. The over~all 
school struct~re facilitates the total le~rning environment and is a 
product of decisions on both t11e vertical and horizontal organizations.of 
the school (Hawkes, 1971). 
In reviewing the organizational schemes-in terms of vertical organi-
zation it is evident that there is _a lack of consensus .on the most 
effective method of grouping students for instruction. It is interesting 
to note the incompatibility of.the philosophy held by many educators and 
the.organizational-schemes currently used for grouping students. For 
example, Smith's (1968) research supports the notion that at certain ages 
maturation rate differs for boys and girls; yet no differentiation is 
made in school entry dates or in academic.activities prescribed. 
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Differences also exist between.individuals in terms of learning rate, 
Although there is no organizational scheme which fully provides.for indi-. 
vidual differences, there are some organizational schemes which are more 
supportive than others (Borg, 1966; Ekstrom, 1959). 
Vertical Grouping 
A review of the past history and an assessment of the present status 
reveals that a variety of schemes for the organization of.pupil popula-. 
tion has been tried. Two types of vertical organization are significant: 
the graded organizational system and the nongraded. The graded system 
had its beginnings in the Quincy Grammar School in 1848, The nongraded 
system emerged as a reactiye movement to the limitations imposed upon the 
learner by the graded program (Goodlad and Anderson, 1959). 
The beginning of the nongraded movement can be traced to the St. 
Louis School System. An organizational scheme was introduced in 1865 in 
which students were evaluated and reclassified every six weeks. No doubt 
this proved administratively awkward; howeyer, it did indicate that some 
educators realized the inadequacy of the graded system, The Batavia sys-
tem was another attempt to nongrade. In this system, two teachers were 
assigned to the same classroom; one.teacher taught the slower students 
while the other teacher assumed the responsibility for teaching the more. 
accelerated group, Adjustment of instructional mat.erials to slower 
learners, the formation of accelerated classes and mid-year promotion 
were all attempts toward recognizing the need for nongradedness (Hillson, 
1965), However, the organizational scheme remained sacred; no attempt 
was made to change the grade concept, Teachers still tried to adjust the 
student to the organization, In essence, educators seem to lose sight of 
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the "form should follow function" concept (Goodlad, 1966). The nongraded 
program in which grade designations were eliminated had its beginnings in 
the late 1930 1 s in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. During the last half of the 
1950-58 decade the nongraded movement moved at an accelerated pace and 
continues to be significantly evident in elementary school organization. 
Frequently labeled as multi-graded or multi-age grouping, the nongraded 
program has as a primary focus the provision of a continuous progress 
instructional program for all students. 
Continuous Progress 
Advocates of the continuous progress concept (Goodlad, 1966; Hyman, 
1968; Hillson, 1965) view as a major advantage its adaptability to the 
unique needs of students. More than an organizational scheme continuous 
progress is a philosophy in which the prime commitment is to the recogni-
tion of individual differences. Basically it involves not only a 
strategy for the fluid movement of students but also a sequential 
arrangement of content to be learned. Both dimensions of continuous 
progress the organizational scheme which permits flexibility of movement 
for students and a well designed sequence of content to which the student 
can move are of equal importance in curriculum design (Cremin, 1961). 
Perhaps the greatest advantage offered by continuous progress is the 
acconunodation of the different learning rates of students. The scope in 
academic variability among students in any given grade is overwhelming to 
most teachers when attempting to provide for instructional needs of indi-
viduals. For example, Goodlad (1966, p. 33) defines a fourth grader as 
"any child enrolled in a fourth grade class who scores between 4.0 and 
4.9 in each subject on a standardized test taken at midpoint of the 
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school year." In analyzing test data Goodlad contends that less than 
twenty percent of a given fourth grade class is at grade level. Goodlad 
continues by deploring the fact that little pertinent data is available 
which is related to individual differences. Standardized test data pro-
vides a group appraisal. Goodlad (1966, pp. 34-35) makes the followi~g 
generalizations which are considered worthwhile in organizing the student 
population for instruction. 
(1) The broad spread from high to low achiever steadily 
increases with the upward movement of heterogeneous classes 
(relatively homogeneous by chronological age) through the 
school. In the intermediate grades, this spread is approxi-
mately the number of years designated by the number of the 
grade-level: that is, by the third grade, three years; by the 
fourth grade, four years; by the fifth grade, five years. 
(2) In subject areas, such as reading and language arts, 
where children can readily proceed on their own in a variety 
of out-of-school situations, the spread from high to low 
achiever frequently is one and one-half to twice the number of 
the grade-level. Hence, .in the fifth grade, there frequently 
is an eight-year spread in reading achievement between the 
best and poorest readers. Differentiation in classroom group 
stimuli to provide for varying levels of accomplishment does 
not encompass this range, but the encouragement of self-
selection of materials for supplementary reading at home and 
school facilitates highly individualized rates of progress. 
In arithmetic, the over-all spread in achievement is rarely 
greater than the number of the grade-level. Instruction in 
arithmetic, as generally carried on,.makes relatively little 
provision for individual progress. 
(3) There are very few fourth-grade children in a so-
called fourth~grade class when a fourth-grade child is defined 
as one who achieved at fourth-grade level in all subjects at 
approximately 'the midpoint of the school year-.-(Fourth-grade 
level, in turn, is defined as between 4.0 and 4.9 on a stand-
ardized achievement test.) Actually, only three or four such 
children are found in the heterogeneous classes of today's 
elementary schools, according to the results of preliminary 
analyses. Certainly, the number is safely within the O-to-20 
percent bracket. A teacher, then, who considers himself a 
fourth-grade teacher is addressing himself to only three or 
four youngsters! 
(4) The relative absence of fourth-graders _in a fourth-
grade class is a corollary of the irregular progress of a 
single child in the several fields of school study. Most 
children in the intermediate grades vary in achievement from 
subject to subject by at least a full grade. That is, a sixth-
grader may achieve at 8.1 in reading, 6.9 in arithmetic, 7.7 in 
spelling, 6.3 in science, 7.8 in social studies, for an over-
all range of 1. 8 grades. But some students vary from subject-
field to subject-field by as many years as the number of the 
grade-level. Thus, a fifth grader may.score at 9.6 in read-
ing, 5 .8 in science, 8 .4 in. spelling, 6. 7 in social studies, 
4.8 in arithmetic for an over-all range of 4.8 or just short 
of 5,0 full grades. Most so-called heterogeneous classes con-
tain at least two or three children whose achievement profiles 
represent such diversity and many others who approach it. 
In view of the increasing diversity amo~g student population it is 
evident that there are many advantages in using a continuous progress 
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model. Hillson and Hyman (1971, pp. 35-36) list the following advantages 
for continuous progress. 
(1) Learning skill sequences that are operationally de-
fined and developed to meet the needs of the learner popula-
tion involved generally reflect better teaching opportunities 
as well as learning opportunities. 
(2) Chil.dren are·. taught skills from learning sequences 
ranging from readiness to competency or mastery, and the 
devel9pment of skills is more carefully attended to. 
(3) The elimination of promotion or nonpromotion elimi-. 
nates much of the threat .that brings about unhappiness in 
school. 
(4) Children who are deliberate learners, but no less 
intelligent than their faster counterparts, can move at their 
own pace without the penalty of being nonpromoted simply be-
cause necessary coverage over a given.year is defined as a 
grade. When multiaging is u~ed I.I). skill development programs, 
older children frequently become leaders when working with 
slower or younger children and teach them how to use manipu-
lative and mechanical materials. 
(5) W4en mul tiaging is us.ed, children who would not make 
a contribution because of their peer critics, now tend to do 
so in a g:r.oup where they are at a relevant, problem-solving 
level. 
(6) There are no gaps in instruction because there is .no 
grade to skip. 
(7) There is no repetition of .material that the child 
already knows since he begins each year where he left off. 
(8) There is· a greater opportunity for flexibility in 
grouping procedures and this allows for appropriate and 
pertinent placement of youngsters. 
(9) Because of the problem-solving nature of the progrl:!,m 
attendant to the need of the child, the reduction in .. behavior 
problems is great. 
(10) There is much more teamwork on the part of faculty 
members when they are involved in a collaborative planning 
program that allows them to evaluate and to deal with the 
needs of the individual youngsters. 
(11) There is .increased awareness of pupil individuality 
since individual differences are the vei;y core of continuous 
progress. 
(12) Where .multi-adult exposure (through team tt;}achi:ng) 
takes place, a greater opportunity for real evaluation of the 
quality of the learner is made. 
(13) There is no fear of encroachment on materials 
supposedly reserved for a particular grade. 
(14) There is no ceiling on learning in a continuous 
progress program. 
(15) The pressures normally fotm.d in graded education to 
achieve end-of-term goals and to maintain.standards that may 
be clearly outside the attained abilities of pupils are elimi-
nated since the norm in contin~ous progress is the child. His 
placement and work are always appropriate to his capacity, 
readiness, or competence. 
In spite of the recbnunended criterion which may be used for inter-
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class grouping it is well that the teacher be aware that it is impossible 
to "organize away" individual differences (Goodlad, 1966, p. 60). 
Regardless of the grouping plan individual differences still exist and 
must be given prime constderation if learning opportunities are maximized. 
Horizontal Grouping 
There are nurnberous systems employed by teachers in organizing 
groups of students within a given cla~s. The underlying purpose of 
organizing inter-class groupings is to make more effective use of teacher 
expertise, available space, and instructional materials. There are 
several altern~tives available to the teacher for the organization of 
horizontal groupings: ability grouping, achievement grouping, or 
interest grouping is.only a partial listing of current trends (Cohen, 
1971; Goldberg, Passon, and Just~an, 1966). 
Ability grouping, long advocated by many lay groups as the solution 
to many problems, has glaring limitations. With the growing concern 
among recognized authorities of the unreliability of I.Q. measures 
teachers.are becoming more reluctant to rely on ability grouping. George 
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Harris (1972, p. 39) in discussing I.Q. abuse indicts public schools with 
using I.Q. test results to label students. Harris continues by deploring 
the fact that I.Q. test results also help determine teacher expectations 
-- an aspect of the learning environment which cannot be minimized. 
Guidelines for the Grouping of Students 
In analyzing the preceding generalizations it appears feasible .. that 
an organizational scheme for the grouping of student population should be 
developed which would provide alt~rnatives in terms of student needs. 
The foilow~ng guidelines are proposed for vertical and horizontal group-
ing of students. 
(1) A grouping plan is needed which will allow pupils within the 
same chronological age range to .remain together for a part of the school 
day. Social and emotional as well as intellectual aspects should be con-
sidered. Erikson (1968, pp. 445-458) views the peer groups as a major 
instrument in resolving the identity crisis. 
(2) Opportunities should be provided for many kinds of groupings. 
Berman (1968, p. 74) supports this premise when she states, "For optimum 
development, fluidity of grouping should characterize a school. Children 
then have the opportunity to .establish mutually satisfying rela~ionships 
with a variety of different kinds of people." 
(3) Groupings which provide an opportwtity for pupils to relate to 
a variety of kinds of persons, In addition to learning to relate to 
those.with whom an affinity is rather easily .established, children and 
youth need to examine their perceptions of those unlike themselves if 
they wish to include a range of differences among those for whom they 
care (Te"'{ksbury, 1967). 
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Since horizontal groupings are tentative in nature -- frequently on 
a.day-to-day basis -- and the emphasis is on the needs of the individual 
chi.Id, no attempt is made to describe horizontal groupings. 
The following vertical or8anizational scheme for pupil population is 
proposed for the year-round school. 
Grouping Students for the Year-Round School 
Vertical Grouping Plan 
This system of vertical grouping proposed for the year-round school 
is compatible with Piaget's cognitive stages of development (Gin~burg and. 
Opper, 1969). A similar multi-grade plan was also used to facilitate 
contin~ous pupil progress in Englewood, Florida and Torrance, California 
(Goodlad, 1966, p. 39). 
In this,plan the student population is divided into three family 
groups: the 5-7 age group whi~h in a conventional graded school would be 
kindergarten. first, and second grade pupils; the 7-9 which includes a. 
few students traditionally assigned to.second grade in addition to third 
and fourth grade pupils; the third family is comprised of pupils in the 
age range 9-11 which .would be the third, fourth and fifth graders in a 
graded organization. A notaqle feature of this plan is·that each group 
is comprised of at least three age levels. Goodlad contends (1968, p. 
39) "A longitudinal view of the.curriculum by the teacher and continuous 
progress for the pupils are encouraged. through the instructional modifi-. 
cation of grade·lines within a three year unit." The overlapping of 
grades is depicted in Figure 1, page 43, Alternative placements are pro-
vided for a student at any ~iven grade level. For example, a nine-year 
old who tr1:!,ditionai1y would .. be placed in a fourth grade may well be 
reaqing second grade level, By using the Continuum of Skills as des-
cribed on page 66, the student is instructed at his reading level yet 
remains with his own age group. 
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Students enrolle4 in the orientation ph,ase. (ages 5-7) remain with 
the same team.of teachers in the same learning center throughout the day. 
Provisions.are made for students·to work.with the older students on 
special projects, thu.s recognizing the need for the association of 
students of varying ages. Details of this plan are discussed under 
horizontal organizational schemes. 
Horizontal Organization of Students 
Students enrolled in the exploratory and quest phases move in family 
groups in a cy~lic schedule to four different instructional areas: com-
munication skills, mathematics-science, humanities which includes social 
studies and the fine arts and.the personal development and environmental 
improvement area. An.instructional team is assigned to each of the first 
three areas·des~ribed. (Special competencies of team members are des-
scribed in Chapter V, page 76.) The instructional team for the personal 
development and environmental improvement area may be comprised of not 
only the regular school staff but_also other community resource personnel. 
This horizontal plan allows.the student to remain with his chronological 
age group while at the same.time providing an opportunity for him to work 
on different levels in each of t~e subject matter areas, 
Unique Enrollment Features 
Students who are enrolled in the year-round school have the unique 
option of enrolling for either nine months or on a twelve-month basis. 
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Howeve:r;, those pupils enrolling for nine months are not required to 
attend school for nine consecutive months. Si:n,ce some c1,1rriculum areas 
are spiral-cyclic in nature, entry dates a:r;e scheduled for the beginning 
of each quarter session. This system avoids the possibility of a.student 
missing a part of a learning cycle. Students.who choose to enroll for 
the year-round session.have a choice in terms of time spent in the dif-
ferent instructional areas during three months of the twelve-month school 
attendance period. It is predicted that many pupils will elect to attend 
the conventional.four quarter attendaI;1,ce period (180 days) using the re-
maining quarters .for enrichment, special projects, maintenance of skills, 
or reinforcement of skills; ho~ever, it is possible for the pupil to 
continue the regular instructional program for a twelve-month period, 
Learning Strategies Identified 
In identifying learning strategies for the curriculum design a broad 
spectrum of needs merit consideration:, the needs of the learner, the 
nature of the social setting in which the child lives, and the nature of 
the concepts to be· taught is only .. a partial listing. Psychologists are 
concerned w~th the nature of the learner and question his emotional and 
intellectual dev.elopment; sociologists question the child's experiential 
background in terms of environmental.deficits; and the educator questions 
the nature 0£ the knowledge to.be learned. The task in curriculum is to 
define learning strategies which will accommodate all of these needs. 
Combs (19.69), Rogers (1961), and Moustakas (1973) believe that one 
cannot divorce learning s~rategies from environment. Each can enhance 
the other if a common focus is defined. 
Following are assumptions concerning the learning environment and 
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learning strategies and impli.cations,for the year-round design. 
Assumption 1: Freedom to be; choice and capacity to choose 
. . . 
and responsibility and s~lf confirmation are· 
essential conditions of an authentic learning 
environment. 
Clark Moustakas (1971, pp. 9-12) alludes to the "authenticity of the 
learning environment" and apprises teachers of the conditions for authen-
tic growth. Moustakas considers freedom as an original gift of life, 
"the natural way,for a newly-born child to make, contact with the world." 
Piaget (Ginsburg and Opper, 1969, p. 221) describes the young child as 
active and responsive with a nat~ral propiensity to explore his environ-
ment. Rogers (1969, p. 5) in describing experiential learning alludes to 
"personal involvement and self initiatio11" as significant elements in a 
learning environment which endors~s freedom. 
In considering choic~ and capacity to.choose.one is concerned with 
aspects of valuing. Rath, Harmin, a~d Simon (1966) propose that the 
making of choices is a preliminary step to the formation of values. 
Responsibility and self confirmation implies trust in one's.own 
ability. Erikson (1968, p. 96) in assessing the significance of the 
development of trust contends that it is "the most fundamental prerequi-
site of mental vitality." Erikson continues by stating "trustfulness of 
others as well as a fundamental sen~e of one~s own truthworthiness.is 
essential for me11tal vitality.". 
The year-round curriculum design accommodates the conditions of an 
authentic environment in the integrated day for the orientation phase in 
which the child has opportunities to choose from centers of interest 
learning activities which are coiµpat:i,ble .. with his interests. In the 
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exploratory and quest phases alternatives are provided by design in the 
personal development and environmental improvement.instructional area. 
Assumption 2: Individuals differ in leal'.lling rate, style, 
and aptitude. , 
Goodlad (1963) points to the.wide range of differences in reading 
achievement in a specific grade level. Goodlad contends that the spread. 
in achievement in terms of grade level is approximately the number of 
years designated by the number of the gr~de level; for example, the 
achievement spread in reading at the fourth grade level is four years. 
The need to accommodate individual needs in terms of learning rate 
is evident in the continuous progress mod.el des.igned for the exploratory 
and quest phases. Since cognitive .skill development has not been estab-. 
lished as.a priority for the younger.pupils enrolled in the orientation 
phase, learning strategies are exploratory in nature involving activities 
which accommodate the special interests of the child. 
The diversity of learning styles found among children is recognized 
by offering different mo~es of learning through a.variety of materials 
which include: auditory, visual, motoric, and kinesthetic. 
As~umption 3: Every child must be enabled to relate nonschool 
experiences with school experiences. 
To help the child learn to prize diversity, opportunity should be 
provided for the child to assume authentic social responsibilit,ies . 
(Berman, 1968). The inclusion of the personal development and environ-
mental improvement area in the e}!:ploratory and quest phases in the 
design support this premise. 
Assumption 4: In .implementing learning strategies teachers 
should systematically evaluate the strategy, 
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The emphasis on accountability·, by -legislative groups and a better 
informed public focus.attention on tangible evidence that educators.need 
to provide in order.to obtain public support for programs. Lessinger 
(1970) alerts educators to the need for informing the public about 
student performance in terms that can be understood, 
Accountability for the teacher is:recognized in the design in the 
use of a Continuum of Skills developed for the basic skills area and used 
in the exploratory and quest phases where cognitive skills are empha~ized. 
Orientation Phase 
The learning strategies designed for the orientation phase differ 
from those designed for the exploratory/reinforcem~nt and quest phases. 
In designing learning strategies i~ the orientation phase, the designer 
used the ratio~ale emerging from the British Infant School and frequently 
described as the integrated day concept. Lillian Webber (1971, p. 3) 
descriqes the integrated day in terms of the setting or arrangements, in 
which the child has freedom to investigate and explore. The teacher's 
role is.to implement and open up a child's purposes. 
Interest centers will be est;ablished for each learning area: 
communication skills,. mathematics and science, humanities including the 
express~ve arts, and physical education and motor skills. 
Using the Language-Experience Approach (Stauffer, 1970) opportuni-
ties will be provided for the pupils to capitalize not only on their own 
experiences but also on the stimulus afforded by.the interest centers. 
For the mathematics and science-area opportunities are provided for the 
pupil to work with concrete objects and explore.and investigate the 
nature of things as they exist to him in his.world. It is the contention 
of the designer supported by Piaget (1968), Combs (1969) and Mous.takas 
(1973) that under the subtle guidance of the teacher the pupil will 
accept the responsibility to.synthesize his own learning experiences if 
the learning environment is stimulating, 
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Emphasis is placed upon the needs and interests of the child and 
experiences are provided which facilitate the fulfillment of these needs 
and encourage the pursuit of activities which satisfy his interests. 
Such characteristics as flexibility, openness, initiative, enthusiasm, 
constructive human relationships, and discovery of self are readily 
vi.sible in the learning environment designed for the orientation phase. 
Exploratory/Reinforcement and Quest Phases. 
The learning strategies identified for the exploratory/reinforcement 
and the quest phases are continuous progress for reading, mathematics and 
music, A spiral of learning experiences will be designed for social 
studies, art, drama, and literature with social studies providing the 
theme for other areas. Subject areas such a~ art, drama, and literature 
will support the social studies theme while at the same time providing 
opportunities for the development of skills unique to a given subject. 
In order to provide attendance options and multi-entry points for 
the design, a continuous progress model featuring a continuum of skills 
in reading and mathematics is provided, This continuum was 
developed by the Curriculum Department of the Tulsa Public Schools, The 
continuum is comprised of fifteen levels for both reading and mathe-
matics which allows the pupil to progress at his individual rate. Place-
ment tests are administered upon the pupil's entry into school to 
identify the appropriate level on the continuum on which he should be 
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placed. Performance objectives are defined; activities are prescribed; 
and a posttest is administered to determine if the objectives have been 
attained. If the pupil does not meet the criterion established for a 
given level a different learning mode is prescribed. 
To describe this continuous progress model in isolation from other 
components of the curriculum may create an impression amcmg readers that 
there is too much structure, overemphasis on evaluation, and little 
opportunity provided for exploration. In response to this predicted 
criticism the designer points out the following unique features of the 
cognitive skills instructional ar~a. 
(1) Formal instruction in reading and mathematics is not introduced 
to all pupils at a specific time. Prerequisite skills are identified, 
needs assessed, and pupils are introduced to fo1;'111al instruction in the 
cognitive skills area only after a careful appraisal is m.ade by the team 
of teachers. 
(2) Although it may be possible for a few five-year olds to begin 
formal instruction in reading, it is.equally possible that formal 
instruction may be postponed for many children until they are seven 
years old -- a practice condoned by Frostig (1965), Webber (1971), and 
Ames (1965), During the orientation period major objectives are to help 
the learner identify his,unique learning style, 
Summary 
The organization of the student population facilitates the total 
learning environment and is a result of decisions involving both the 
vertical and horizontal grouping of students. The continuous progress 
concept recognizes the individual needs of students and provides a 
rationale for the movement of students through a sequential arrangement 
of content to be learned. 
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Students enrolled in the orientation phase remain with one team of 
teachers in a family group through out the school day. Students enrolled 
in the exploratory and quest phases move in family groups from one 
instructtonal area to another. Some students enrolled in the quest phase 
upon the consent of the teacher.and the parent may establish one instruc-
tional area as a priority in.terms of time and spend the greater part of 
their school day in the selected area, Students also have the option of, 
enrolling either for a nine-month or a.twelve-month period. 
Learning strategies designed for the year-round school accommodate 
the diversity among students in terms of rate, style, and aptitude. 
Learning strategies are compatible with behavior emphasis designated 
for each phase, During the orient~tion period when the emphasis is on 
the affective, the child is allowed a great amount of freedom to choose 
his own learning experience. Conversely, during the exploratory/ 
reinforcement phase when the emphasis is on development of cognitive 
skills the continuum is introduced, and the learning strategies are more 
structured. During the quest phase as the learner becomes more socially 
responsible he has more learning options from which to choose, 
The organization of the .student population and identification of 
learning strategies recognizes the organizing elements proposed by 
Tyler, There is evidence of continuity, sequence, and integration, 
CHAPTER V 
ORGANIZATION OF STAFF 
. Staffing Trends 
New concepts of school organization, vocal demands by the public for 
accountability and increasing interest of educators in the management 
sciences have prompted the critical examination of many time-honored 
staff organizational patterns traditionally used by school systems. Edu-
cators are beginning to explore.concepts.of organization that seek to 
make more efficient use of .educational personnel. Staffing patterns are 
being examined: in terms of use of professional expertise, time, energy . . 
and money. 
The introduction of new teaching materials which are not only self 
instructing but also self correcting has decreased the amount of super-
vision and direction by the teacher. Ne~ teaching devices initiated by 
the development of technology have broadened the range of competence 
among persons working with children. These changes along with renewed 
focus on individualization have created an awareness of the need for a 
new clarification of the role of the professional teacher •. 
Nationwide the trend in staffing at the elementary level has been 
the self co_ntained classroom taught by one teacher who is responsible for 
the total instructional program for an assigned group.or grade (Chamber-. 
lin, 1969), Al though it is true that sol1).e · degree ,of specialization may 
be detected in staffing patterns used in semi.departmentalized or platoon 
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systems, in each case the t(\'acher plays an autonomous role with minimum 
division of labor and limited opportunity for the clustering of special-, 
ists or the pooling of cooperative efforts. 
It is evident t~t there is a need for a new organizational struc-
ture which will improve the educational opportunities for children by 
capitalizing on the strengths of teachers. Inherent in such a structure 
is an increased degree of flexibility for te~cher respons:i.bility and 
decision ma4-ing and a11, invigorating spirit of freedom and opportunity to. 
explore new perspectives in education, thu.s improving the professional 
status of teachers. 
Dempsey and Smith (1972, p. 2) in assessing the professional status 
of teachers voice concern for the tentative nature of professional 
recognition. They lament.the fact that teachers are deprived of three 
benefits concomitant with professionalism: "adequate compensation,, pro-
motion or similar forms of recognition and decisional powers." 
Milton Kaplan (1968, p. 4) criticizes the lock-step salary schedule 
for teachers that "pay only on the ba~is of years of experience and pro-
fessional ·academic preparation. '1 Kaplan further indicts the school. 
administration which is charged with the responsibility of obtaining 
better.salaries and improved teaching methods while at the.same time 
being the "frantic ,recrµiters who take teaching talent out of the 
classrooms." 
Fenwick English (1968, pp. 1-2) supports Kaplan in his concern.for 
adequate teachers' salaries when he says, "Teaching is.an important edu-
cationa+ enterprise, but all the rewards, financil:!,1, and otherwise, 
encourage movement away from the class,room." The ad.ministrator is the. 
one who has the power and prest~ge .in education .. John Rand. quot~d by 
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Crenshaw and Smith (1968, pp. 1-2) says, 11 It must be possible for teach-
ers to earn more money and still work closely with children." 
Traditionally teachers have not assumed a professional stance in 
dealing with their professional affairs. Since most organizational 
structures do not permit flexibility in the utilization of expertise and 
experience, they have become what Chamberlin (1969, p. 2) describes as 
"interchangeable parts in a rigid organizational structure." Although 
individualization is a major focus in making decisions concerning child-
ren, little attention is given to the individual differences which exist 
among teachers. Levels of competency are.unrecognized and all teachers, 
the new and the experienced, the superior and the incompetent, are 
assigned the same number of pupils along with the same responsibilities. 
For the most part present organizational structures foster a lock-step 
salary ·schedule in which teachers are rewarded for longevity rather than 
performance. In the final analysis teachers who seek financial rewards 
and professional recogniti<:m must leave teaching positions. Advocates of 
differentiated staffing (Dempsey, 1972; Kaplan, 1968; English, 1968) 
contend that the implementation of -differentiated staffing would rectify 
many of these problems and also provide the thrust for educational change 
in many directions. 
Differentiated Staffing Models 
Differentiated staffing is not.a new concept; it is new only to the 
field of education. Many professions have found that through the differ-
entiation of tasks and the utilization of personnel with varying 
competency levels improved service~ can be provided for clients. 
In an effort to determine the prevalence of differentiated staffing 
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at the elementary.level the designer .has made a.cursqry examination of 
the limited data available on differentiated staffing models, The 
examination reflects many degrees of complexity and models are at differ-
ent stages.of development,· Some·are operational while others are in the 
planning as well. as the conjectural stages .. 
Perhaps the model receiving the greatest acclaim is.the Temple City, 
California.Model which evolved from Dwight Allen's work on differentiated 
staffing. Funde4 as a study by a.Charles F. Kettering Foundation Grant 
the.Temple City model has served as a prototype .for other modeis. 
Grambs (1970, p. 114) cit~s tradition, reaction. conservatism, and 
established interests as inhibiting forces which bring pressure on educa-
tion today, It is unfortunate that the. educators who must assume the 
leader~hip in initiating change are product~ of the sy~tems which they 
seek to change. The fact that they are in a leadership position too fre-
quently.means that they have condoned the present system and as a conse-
quence, in order to protect thei~ vested interest in the system they are 
unable to make an objective appraisal of its efficiency. 
Gardner. (1963, p. 43) in referring to obstacles to renewal reminds 
his readers that: 
To achieve . renewal we need to un.derstanq what prevents 
renewal. And most.of the things that prevent it are to be 
found in the mind rather than in external arrangements, As 
every good management consultant knows,.it is relatively easy 
to specify the things about an organization that need r~newal; 
what is difficult is to cope with th~. habits and attitudes 
that permitted the organization to go to seed in the first 
place. 
He appropriately descl,'ibes these defens~s against new ideas as "mind-
forged manacles." Gardner concurs with Grambs (1970) that vested 
interests also hinders rather than enhances one's position to make 
changes. Preoccupation with conserving what we have limits and imposes 
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obligations and restrictions.. Gardner goes on to quote William Jones· 
(1902, p, 313) who proposed that "Lives based on having are less free 
than lives based either on doing or on being." This belief is also sup-
ported by Maslow (1971), 
Most differentiated staffing models are designed to satisfy local 
district needs i However, it is notable that similar inhibiting and 
facilitating forces were active in most models, In designing a differen-
tiated staffing model it is recommended that the change agent be aware of 
and minimiz.e the inhibiting forces which may impede progress while at the 
same time special efforts should be made to maximize the facilitating 
forces which enhance the chances for s1,1ccess (Allen and Kline, 1971). 
Following is a summation of forces.described by Kaplan (1968), 
English (1968), and Chamberlain (1969) which inhibit the implementation 
of differentiated staffing, 
Inhibiting Forces 
(1) Teachers fear that differentiated staffing may.result in loss 
of tenured position and status among peers. Many teachers enjoy autonomy 
and are not enthusiastic about working as a team ina cooperative effort 
to pool resources and expertise in solving problems. 
(2) In some cases, teachers are apprehensive about their teaching 
competency and fear the visibility which comes with working with an 
instructional team. These teachers enjoy the paternal guidance of the. 
principal in a school climate which Halpin (1966, p. 179) describes as a 
paternal climate, Teachers frequently lack interest in becoming involved 
in decision making and have little concern for assuming greater responsi-
bility. 
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(3) Imposed change implies that the present mode of operation is. 
inadequate, To many teachers the change in staffing patterns is demoral-
izing in the sense that they assume that a proposed change means that 
they have been doing an inadequate job, 
(4) Some principals who feel inadequate.in curriculum areas think 
their management position is threatened if teachers are·given a signifi-
cant role in decision making. In a superficial effort to provide equal 
treatment for all teachers.they favor an organizational pattern which 
provides administrative convenience. To identify teachers on the staff 
who have special competencies and to delineate responsibilities commensu-
rate with these competencies proves administratively awkward for many 
principals, Too frequently they prefer to resort to the equal treatment 
of unequals. 
(5) If the change-agent comes from outside the district tenured 
school personnel is suspicious of his actions and are frequently 
reluctant to cooperate .. 
(6) Some teachers equate differentiated staffing with merit pay and 
are concerned with rigid hierarchies which it may promote. 
(7) Both laymen and school personnel voice concern about the lack 
of research which proves that differentiated staffing is more.effective, 
(8) Professiona:j.s resent the intrusion of paraprofessionals into 
the field of education voicing the conc~rn that certification standards 
will be lowered and professiona:py trained teachers will be deprived of 
positions. 
(9) In some states (notably Oklahoma) legislative restrictions do 
not.permit flexibility in implementing differentiated staffing models. 
Teacher-pupil ratios are determined on.the premise that all element~ry 
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schools.use a self-contained organizational pattern. 
Facilitating Forc~s 
In contrast .. to those forces which deter the implementation of -dif-
ferentiated staffing, attenq.on s!J:ould be focus~d on those factors ,which 
provide a climate conducive to the success of differentiated staffing 
(Rand arn;l English, 1968). The change agent respons:Lble for implementing 
a.new staffing organizational structure should be cognizant of the 
following positive forces. 
(1) The selection of a pilot school is significant in averting con~ 
troversy. A new school.is preferable, The selection of the staff for a 
new·· sc}:i.ool affords opportunity to identify .and s~lect, staff members who 
have expertise to assume specific responsibilities and who have a special 
il).terest in differe~tiated staffing. Given these conditions, it is much 
easier to establish what Croft and Halpin (1966, pp. 174-175) describe as 
an open.climate. The "halo of newness" also has a tendency to provide 
protection for innovations. 
(2) The advantage of an info:r;med public _cannot be minimized,, 
Apprising the community of goals; objectives, and dissemination of infor-
mation on a periodic basis are important aspects in implementing change •. 
(3) Helping teachers see the _need for cI:iange by al).alyzing present 
staffing organi·zational structµre in terms of strengths_ and deficiencies, 
assessing needs, and designing possible alternatives is mandatory. 
(4) Helping teachers acquire sufficient b!:l,ckgrounq in possible 
st_rategies which max be u~ed in implementing a different staffing struc-
ture is important. Freqµ~ntly lack of "know.,..how" in implementing a 
change makes teachers defensive of a conventional methoq, · 
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(5) Teacher involvement cannot b~ overemphasized .. Change should 
emerge frqm within. the system if at all possible. Early invovlement in 
planning h~s a significant influe~ce on subsequent commitment in design-. 
ing and implementing a change •.. 
(6) The change agent or person in t~e leadership position should be, 
sensitive to the needs of the people involved. Attitudes,ch.ange slowly, 
and the change agent should assume a supportive role at all tim.es. 
(7) The support and cqoperation of a teacher training institution 
provides an opportunity to obtain professional expertise outside the 
school district, In evaluating programs·and organizational changes.the 
objective viewpoint of professionals from outside the district lends 
crediqility to the ev~luation. 
(8) The organization of a lay advisory board provides channels for 
communication between schoql personnel and· the conununity and provides. a 
system for dissemination of ·information to the public .. 
Proposed Differe~tiated Staffing for 
Year-Round School 
The staffing model prqposed fo:i; the year-round school features three 
distinct c~tegories.: one. for professionals under contract by the dis-
trict; a second category.for paraprofessionals employed by the district; 
and a third category for staff members assigned by the cooperating 
university. Some de~isiqn ma~ing will be shared; however. decisions per-
taining to specific responsibilities may be made by individual staff 
members, 
The .staffing model designed for the orientation ph~e (ages,5-7) 
differs from the model .designed for t~e explo:i;atory (ages 7, 8, 9) and 
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the quest phase (ages 9, 10, 11). This difference is justified on the 
premise that the emphases .in the instructional pro.gram changes as the 
child progresses through each phase~ There are no definite lines.of 
demarcation between the phases a~ evidenced by,the overlapping of ages in 
the transition of one.phase to another. However, during the orientation 
phase greater attention is focused on developing a child-centered 
approach.to learning. During the child's school experience in most cases 
he moves from emotional dependence to an independence. In this design 
provisions are made in staff organization to provide the most effective 
support during each phase. As the child moves from a dependent learner 
in which he satisfies his personal needs to an independent learner where 
he is introduced to organized knowledge, the skills and expertise needed 
by the staff may change, In this design the staffing structure is 
organized to accommqdate this change in emphases. 
Staff Allocation and Assignment 
The staffing model designed fo:t; the orientation phase.is comprised 
of both professional and paraprofessional district employees and assignees 
from the cooperating university. This team will be responsible for the 
instructional program for approximately three hundred students. Members 
of the instructional team for th~ orientation phase will include: 
1 research and staff developer (three-month assignment) 
1 coordinator 
6 staff teachers 
6 parapr0fessionals 
2 clerical aides 
4 interns 
4 student teachers and 
4 tutor-observers. 
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It is recommended that at least one.teacher on the-team be a 
specialist in early childhood educat1on. The remaining members of the 
team for the most part will be generqlists with special expertise in.re-
lating to the preoperational child (ages 5-7). A chart depicting the 
staffing plan is included on the following page (Figure 6). 
For the exploratory/reinforce~ent and quest _phases a team is 
assi~ned_ to each of the _three instructional .are.as: ·communication skills, 
math-science and humanities. 
Membership of each in$tructiona1 team is comprised of: 
1 coordinator 
2· staff teachers 
2 student observer t4tors 
2 paraprofessionals 
2 intern te~chers an_d 
2 student teachers. 
A graphic _depictic;m of th,e staffing pattern for the exploratory/ 
reinforcement and quest phas~s is included as Figure 7. 
Personnel 
The staffini model described for the year-:-round curriculum design 
requires a commitment from a teacher tra:i,.ning ins~itution to provide a 
part-of _the staff. It is predicted that through a.cooperative effort 
b~tween th~ public sch_ools and the. Educ~tion Department of a university 
w~ll emerge an improved teach,er training program whi~e at the same time 
providing a more·. efficient staffing model for the public _school. 
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Figure 8 depicts the classification of assignees from the cooperating 
universityJ the length of the assignment and the educational level for 
each participant. 
COORDINATOR 
Staff Teacher Staff Teacher 
Intern Teacher Intern Teacher 
Student Teacher 
Student Observer Tutor Student Observer Tutor 
Figure 7. Staffing Model: Instructional 
Area Team 
Research and Staff Development 
It is proposed that doctoral students with a special interest in 
curriculum design serve a three month field assignment in the public 
schools as research and staff development specialists. This field 
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service provides input from outs~de the district, which enables the 
school district to have a more obj_ective eval4ation, These specialists 
will al.so serve as liason betw~en the cooperating university and the 
school. Field service assignees cou+d be assigned the additional 
responstbility of supervising student teachers from the partic~pating 
university. 
Intern Teachers 
Intern . teachers .. are defined as, teachers _working toward a ma~ter 's 
degree .in elementary education, The school district assumes only half 
the salary of intern teachers; the sponsqring university grant~ a half 
stipend to each participating intern teacher. 
Summary 
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Prompteq. by an increas~ng interest among.educ~tors in the management 
sciences.more.efficient use of educationa+ personnel is being investi"". 
gated. The int:roduction of new t~aching materials,and t~e teaching 
devices affordeq by aqvances made in technology have broadened.the scope. 
of competence among persons.wor~:tng with children. 
In assessing t~e prqfessional status of teachers many have voiced. 
concern for the tentative natur~ of tq.e teaching profession. In order to 
~pbtain better salarie~ many good teacher~ are. forced to leave tea~hing 
positions for more lucrative administrative posts. Th~ organizational 
structures do not pez:rnit flexibility in the.utilization of expertise and 
experience, and little attention has been given to the individual 
differences.which exist among teachers. 
It is predicteq by many (~hamberlinJ 1969; English, 1968) that a 
differentiated staffing model may provide opportunities not only for an 
improved educational program but also for an increased degree of flexi-
bility for teacher responsibility and decision making. 
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CHAPTER VI 
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND COMMUNICATION 
Today's educators h~ve a formtdable ta~k in mobilizing community 
support for the implementation of change in curriculum, the design of 
school.facilities or the modification of organizational schemes. As 
never before in history schools.are b(;ling held accountable to the people 
they serve. 
With greater.emphasis on accountab:i,.lity both teachers and adminis-
trators are reluctant to explore new metho4s of school organization or 
innovative practices in teaching. - Dempsey (1972, p. 61) points out that 
people resist change because "they resent the implication that their 
present method of operation, work routine, or role is inadequate." The 
demand for accountability serves only to reinforce this resentment and as 
a result conventional practices in s.chools. become -even more entrenched. 
In the past schools have been considered t}J.e great equalizers of 
diverse social classes a11,d are;i "still perceived by many as.our sqciety's. 
major apparatus for social revision" (Provus, 1970, p. 371). However, 
with the diversity of.opinions among different factions of the community 
co11,cerning the purposes and function of the school the educ~tors are too 
frequently stymied in th~i~ efforts to seek ways to improve educational 
opportunities. A major part of their time and energy is.spent in either 
def ending current practices .. or appeasing special int:erest groups, One.-
group of parents may be interested in e~couraging diversity, promoting 
8.4 
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the recognition of individual learning styles, and are able to,appreciate 
the benefits derived from pluralism. Other groups in the same scnool 
community may resist change and strive to preserve traditional practices 
in education. These,conflicting beliefs formulated by the values held by 
individuals. inhibit educators, in soliciting community support .for cl.i.anges. 
in education (Fantini, 1973). 
Along with the reluctance of many.to.accept change, the increasing 
diversity of the population, the rec9gnition of minority groups and the 
high mobility rate among families may also deter the efforts of school 
personnel to mobilize community support for changes in educational 
programs (Bremer, 1973). 
It is the consensus.of sqme (Smith 1 1973; Fantini, 1973} that alter-
natives,should be provided.not only within a school but also within a 
school system when such div.ersity of needs and viewpoints concerning the .. 
school functions exists within a community. 
Alternative Schools .. 
Alternative schools emerging from the free school movement h~ve pro-
vided the impetus for school systems to seek alternative ways of dealing 
with differing viewpoints. Suc.h schools .as Philadelphia Parkway School, .. 
the Murray Road School in Newton, .. Massachu~etts, He~bert Kohl's "Other 
Way'' and . the Multi .Cultural Institute in tl'\e San Francisco Bay Area offer 
a different school setting for .parents who seek a learning environme~t 
which has·established different prior:i,ties and emphases (Bremer, 1973, 
p. 449). 
In contrast to a.conventional mode of operation where parents have 
no choice as to the scnool which their children attend 1 enrolle~s in an 
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alternative school elect to attend that·. specific school, Freedom. of 
choice in school attendance has long been denied many parents _in larger, 
urban school districts, 
In an alternative school the fact that students have the privile~e 
of electing to attend the school assures to a great extent parenta+ sup-
port of the school curriculum and minimizes the discont~nt which fre-
quently exists where parents have curriculum chan~es imposed upon them 
(Fantini,· 1973; B!iirr, 1973). It is proposed that the year-round school 
be an alternative school in which a systematic approach is developed to 
recruit parents to become actively involved in the planning, the imple-
mentation, the evaluation, and the needed revisions of the curriculum 
design. 
Significance.of Parent Involvement 
The import~nce of parent.involvement in the decisions concerning the 
school cannot be .overlooked. In addition to providin~ attendance alter-
natives, school·administrators should devise systematic methods for 
dissemination of information to parents. Serious efforts should be made 
to.establish compatible school-parent relationships. Educational leaders 
should play a vital role in increasing community awareness thus creating 
an appropri~te knowl~dge base for e4ucational planning. Although paren~s 
have more continuous.contact with schools than any other tax supported 
agency they tend .to be.reactors.rather than deyelopers, vetoers _rather 
than planners. The school _should be,responsive to.the needs _of parents 
as well as children I s needs. 
Lillian Webber (1971, p. 102) in reviewing the Plowder Report urges 
"active invitation, active encouragement of parent engagement wit.h the 
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school, and active school service to parents." Roland Barth (1972, p. 
195) believes that although parents want a voice in policy decisions they 
also want.leadership from professional educatQrs. He advocates that 
prior to the implementation of any.innoyative program parents should be. 
included in the same activities as teachers. 
Snyder and PetersQn (1970, p. 239) in recognizing the importance of 
parental involvement in school learning, policy, and impleme~tation,. 
formulated the following strategies. 
(1) Establishment of a sound public-conununication policy 
within the organization of the school. 
(2) Determination of wl}at educational -needs and develop-
ments are needed for t4e benefit of pupils. 
(3) Determination of what paren~s and patrons believe 
about.educational value~ and needs. 
(4) Determination of what facts parents _and patrons need 
to know in order tq understand the benefits children derive 
from their_ formal education. 
(5) Utilization of effective teacher-pupil planning 
techniques, directed toward. pupil understanding and apprecia-
tion of their educational experience. 
(6) Utilization of cost.and tax factors related to the 
educational opportunities provided for the pupils. 
Effective Communication Between the 
School and Parents 
Conununication is.a dynamic process. Today's schoc;,1 community with 
its high degree of complexity, the diverse interest of parents,within 
the conununity, and the high mobility rate among the citizenry has a dif-
ficul t task in disseminating information in.· a way. in which it has meaning 
for parents. Insensitivity among.school administrators and other educa-
tional personnel can.have a negative effect on dissemination of.knowledge. 
The process of communication is two-dimensional~ the ability to be 
effected and the ability to affect. These dimensions. have implicatic;ms 
for educators in establishing effective communication channels between 
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the school and parents. Educators must be open in sharing idea.s and must 
be able to listen to parents wi.th purpose. Superficial planning with 
' . 
parents proves unproductive in the long run (Bremer, 1973; Broudy, 1973). 
The major purp9se of the systematic~lly designed school communica-
tion program is to apprise parents of the general nature.and rationale 
for the year-round school, the organizational plan for each of the cur-
riculum components, and to determine .a feasible system of evaluation 
which parents will understand. It .is recommended that a·communication 
program designed for the dissemination of information concerning the 
year-round school encompass three. phases: orientation and planning, 
implementation, and evatuation. 
Orientation and Planning Phase 
During the orientation th~ou~h organized study sessions sponsored 
jointly by the school and a school related o:r;ganization such as the PTA 
executive board parents will be apprised of the general nature of the 
year-round school concept. Both advantages and disadvantages will be 
discussed during the orientation phase~ Parents should be.knowledgeable 
of such topics as the rationale for supporting the year-round school, 
general nature of operational procedures such;as attendance options, 
unique enrollment features, building facili ti.es and the inhibiting forces 
which impede the development of any in~ovative program. If parents are 
aware of the nature of change and some.of the problems involved in 
initiating a new school progr~, they can be~ome.a viable force in 
assisting school personnel in coping with su~h problems (Hunt, 1969). 
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Implementation Phiµ;e 
During this phase of s\udy for parents the organization of tQ.e vari-
ous curriculum components will be .. discussed. The concept of differenti-
ated staffing, the organization of pupil population and a description of 
learning strategies are.topics of special interest to parents. Also 
during this phase of study t;;Lsks will be defined which parents can per-. 
form within the learning environment. The concept of volunteer school 
service will be d~scribed, policies determined, and operational procedures 
defined. Parents frequently have vah.1.a.ble input in writing policy 
related to volunteer service in a school. 
Evaluation Phase 
Evaluation for new programs should be continuous and parents should 
receive periodic report~ of progress. If the relationship bet~een 
parents and school personnel is sufficiently open the administrator 
should have no trepidation about discussing with parents not only the 
positive but also the negative aspects of a new program. Parent involve-
ment at all stages permit!? this openness. 
Parent-teacher-pupil conferences are considered most effective in 
helping parents understand the strengths and deficiencies of a student 
and the teaching strategies used,. Parents' understanding of the methods 
used to.evaluate the stude:r:its' work.is also of.great significance. If a 
progress report has no meaning t<? parents its value is questionable. An 
appraisal of strengths and weaknesses of the program shquld be given to 
parents at the end.of the year. Results should be explained in terms of 
academic improvement and pupil attitude; a cost analysis related to the 
educational opportunities should also be.included,in the report. 
Opportunit~es should be provicled for discussion .and the suggestions of 
parents for improvement.should be.actively sought by school personnel., 
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The dissemination of information to parents should be of _a continu-
ous.nature. A parent advisory group will be organized to study various, 
aspects of the curriculum and to apprise parents new to the district of 
the curriculum design and the operational aspects of the school. Th~ 
publication of periodic newsletters, a calendar of events, and the 
scheduling of parent.school ,visitation days are other sources wq.ich will 
be us~d to.disseminate information. 
Special talents of parents will be used duri~g the special projects_ 
period in which students pursue their own.interests. Operational det~ils 
of parent involvement will be discuss~d in Chapter VII, Utilizing 
Community Resources. 
Sununary 
The mobilization of the support of the reievant school publics is 
becoming increasingly more significant~ Effective coJllillunication, .parent 
involvement and utilization of community resources f~cilitate positive 
school community relations.· 
CHAPTER VII 
UTILIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES 
In the quest to improve.educ~tional opportunities for tQday's youth 
it is the belief of many that the use.of community resources.as an inte:: 
gral part of the curriculum design has bee11: overlooked by most educators. 
A new freedom initiated by advances made in the technical world has 
created a different.role.for women. Today's womal). has much.more.time to 
sy~tematic~lly devote to improving the.community in which she lives. 
Hospitals, recre~tio~al centers, and other social agencie~ have made 
special efforts to recruit, train, and recognize volunteers as a_wort4y 
addition to their work force. Unfortunately, this is not tr~e in.the 
public schools.. Al though there has beei:i a sweeping movement in t}i.e use 
of the services of volu11-teers in the S(?hool setting, little effort has_ 
been .made to clarify the rol.e or to id~nti~y the unique talents or. 
special areas of competency of the volunte~r. Too frequently, voltµtteers 
in the school envi;on~ent are relegated to.mundane tasks which offer 
little opportunity for creativity or decision making (Riessman, 1967}. 
The prevalence of early retiremeIJ,t among men offers .. anotl}er source for 
talent wh~_ch could be mol:>ilized for school service (Shaplin, 1964}. 
Schools are having difficulty providing adequate learning faciliti_es 
a-q.d personnel with sufficient diversity in professional training to cope· 
with the problems created by the knowledge.explosion and the changes 
initiated by technology. The yf:lar-round curriculum design proposes not 
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only an exten_sion of the school year but also an extension of the school 
day in which an citizens of the community unify their efforts in 
improving the community education program. 
Organizing the Schools to Serve the Community 
From an organizational perspective it is the contention of Janowitz 
(1969) and Poppa (1967, p, 136) that a systematic program for the use of 
community resources and parent participation should be designed and the 
development of a humane community should be.a major focus, It is pre-
dicted that with increased citizen participation in the_ community educa-. 
tion program the school might well serve as a linkage between other 
community agencies. 
Assessing Talents and Identifying Interests 
Too frequently citizens of .a community have unique.talents which 
could be effectively used to enhance tlie school.curriculum. Evidences of 
these talents can be easily recognized in scouting or campfire activities 
in which both men and wome~ work after school hours with children who are 
members of.these groups. Working with tools, craft activities, nature 
study and learning a foreign language are worthy pursuits for the ele~ 
mentary age child which have been explored by other organizations but too 
frequ~ntly neglected by the school, It is proposed in. the year-round 
curriculum design that a survey be made as~essing the talents and 
interests of citizens of the community. Using this data curric4lum 
activities will be designed which not only improve the curriculum but 
also provi4e an opportunity for general citizen participation and social 
commitment. It is recommended that.such citizen groups assume the 
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responsibility for instruction in the personal development and environ-
:iµental improvement .. areas described in Chapter III, page 47. 
Recruitment and Training of .Volunteers, 
Within most communities there ar~ civic organizations, comm~nity 
agencies, and special interest groups which are in a position to recruit 
and train volunteers. In large urban areas many of.these organizations 
are actively seeking ways to help improve the .schools by providing addi-
tional services. It is recommended that these organizations be used in 
mobilizing and t~aining school volunteers for special projects. Each 
organi~ation would be responstble.for t4e recruitment and training of 
volunteers;for a.specific project. For example, one organization may 
recruit and train.volunteers to wor~ in the visual arts area while 
another may focus on obtaining volunteers for. shop activities. Desig-
nating a. specific_role.for each organization enables school personnel to 
recognize special interests of organizations and th~ unique talents of 
participating individuals. 
For some volunteers little.or no training will be required. How-
ever, all volunteers , should be ,apprised of school polic.ies and schedules 
and routi~es which are an inheren.t part: of any efficient organization. , 
Even more significant for the vol~nteer i• ,the aware~ess of the physical, 
emotional, and social needs of the elementary school child. By recog-: 
' I . ' . ' • • 
nizing volunteer. services as an essential. compone:r:i.t of· the c;,rganizational 
scheme the scope of learning experiences .. is broadened for the student. 
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Vnifying Conununity Resources 
Many full time pro~ess~onals in other fields are amenable to the 
idea of providing talent to enhan~e the public school curriculum if 
opportunities were made available, oQjectives identified, and direction 
provided. It is proposed tha1;: a survey.be made.of .the professions·repre-
sented in .. the conununity .and plans .be developed to utilize when. it is . 
feasible the talents of other professtonals·in the s~hool program. 
Mini cours~s designed by school.personnel and off~red by other 
connnunity resources is another. possibility which should be explored. One 
field trip to a museum may have little impact on a child; however a five-, 
day seminar type learning experience.at the same museum may prove most 
productive. Re~eased time from thfll time block usually allocated to .. the 
school day to a recreational c~nter in w:hich the pupils mar- learn skills 
which provide life-time pleasure is not unrealistic. Such recreational 
sports as swinuning, fishing, boating, .and skiing may well be delegated to 
Park and Recreational ,Cen_ter personnel during the school day. 
Sununary 
With increased life expectancy and an increasing emphasis on leisure 
time activities it is imperative that curric~lum. designers give consider-
ations to the expansion and extension of the learning climate beyond the 
, - . ' : 
walls of the school. Mobilizing and unifying other community resources. 
and allowing the school.to become.an organizing cent~r for the develop-. 
ment of a community educ~tional program may prove·more·feasible in terms 
of economics and provide a more exciting and productive education for 
children. 
CHAPTER VIII 
MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES 
The ma~sive influx of equipment and, materials·into schools has,made. 
a significant impact on.both.the teacher's role.and the learning environ-
ment. For some.teachers new and different materials and equipment has 
made little difference. Lacking enthusiasm for change and feeling more 
secure with familiar materials they have maintained a learning atmosphere 
which is conventionai, structured, and dependent almost entirely upon the 
directions of the teachers. Th~ir greatest fear is that the teacher will 
be replaced by a machine. There are others who equate progress with more 
things, more·money,.and more technology. Both perspectives need chal-
lenging. The question is: How much more.can humaneness be e~couraged 
through enhancing the impact; of the physical setting in terms of equip-
ment,. materials and physical faciliti;es? 
Al though the major focui:; of this chapter is .on equipment, materials 
and facilities which enhance the learning cli~ate, there is .no intent to 
minimize the import;ance of the .teacher in facilitating si~ificant learn,-
ing experien,ces. Materials and stimulating facilities are effective only 
if .the teacher optimizes their.use. Miller (1970, p. 156) supports this· 
premise when he states, "Equipment and facilities have no content. They 
do not and cannot foster humaneness or lack of humaneness. What creates 
or thwarts growth is·the way educators use or misuse equipment." 
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Effective Use of Media 
In addition to a rational theory of.instruction and an organization-· 
al design which facilitates learning teachers must be aware of the 
purposes and limitations •of each medium of-instruction. Well-trenched 
teac.hing routines and the reluctance of teachers to learn how to use 
materials frequently hinders succ~ss in the use of new materials. To 
alleviate this problem Goodlad (1967) suggests that media systems be 
designed whic~ would not require teacher involvement •. 
Many cr:i,.tics justifiably.maintain that.current teaching materials 
limit creativity and encourage only conventional responses. Taylor and 
Williams (l966, pp. 367-374) list more. than .. a hun4red ways that .materials_ 
can enao~rage creativity. The following is. a partial listing. · 
(1) Develop self-instructional programs based upon the 
concept of originality in which likely or usual respon!?es 
would be score4 incorrect or penalized and.unlikely_responses 
accepted and rewarded, · 
· (2) Design media for teacher_instructton and -teacher 
preparation showing various means for rewarding and encour~ 
aging autonomy in.the classroom, 
(3) Design or use iijstructional media for the purpose 
of shifting from .adjustment to development, i.e., show how 
failures or mistakes pay off, constructive discontent, 
anxieties and conflicts overcome, · improvements made, things 
that 'bother people, and how these.can be changed. 
· (4) Design instructional media.solely for the purpose of 
transmitting rich sensory. inputs by animation, ·color, ,sounds; 
noise, and all co.mbinations o~ inputs t(! be used fo~ reieasing 
creativity through self-expression. (How do you feel about 
this . color, , sounc;l., etc.) 
(5) Develop instruc~ional:media around a case-study 
approach to a problem and then pose the question~ What would 
you do? · 
(6) Design media. (film) around .. respect and re\iarc;l. for 
unusual questions al').d ideas, with .ways -that _teachers· can en-
courage and give opportunities for such.behavior. 
(7) Design a media devi~e which ic;l.ent:i,.fies a problem 
and requires students.to form theJr own hypotheses of how.it 
might be solved.. ' 
Equipment and mat~rials if used in th~. most efficient way can. 
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pi·ovide more time to be humane. Learning activities. such as rein:f;orce-
ment in the basic facts in mathematics and progrannned maintenance materi~ 
als .in word analysis are exaI11ples of learning experiences which do not 
necessarily r~quir.e the teacher I s in_struct ional time .. 
Many instructional materials and equipment play an.important role in 
the individuali.zation of; instruction. Self pacec;l learning activit,ies 
provide freedom for the .learner t~ move at his unique.learning rate. 
The variety of materials affords an opportunity for the learner tq select 
those.materials which are compatible with his learning style. 
Facilities 
Harold Gores, President of Educational Facilities Laboratories, says 
his goal · in designing a· classroo_m is "to capture an 'acre· of .June' an4 a 
'scoop of sky'.'.' Most educators, agree with Gores that physical facili-
ties help create an atmosph~re ~hich can facilitate or retard the . 
learning environ\nent. 
Will~am Caudill (1954, p. 3L a renowned architect, says: 
If we are to plan scho.ols ,which will help the pupil, and 
if w~ are to consider -the pupil as our yardstick, we J11l1St 
think of him always as a living body. When we do we will st_op 
building places to store' children and will start building 
healthful, comfortable schools ,designed to be lived ·in. 
In designing physi,cal faciliti~s for the year~round curriculum 
design it.is recommended that the _following specifiq:ations be considered .. 
' ' 
(1) In order to facilitate the individualization of inst~ction 
predo'llinately, open space fac:pity is recommended. Open space .provides, 
greater accessiblity in terms of human and.mate~ial resources. Openness 
of the phys~cal space also lends itself to fluid movement of pupils and 
teachers and provides .increased flexibilitr in-the grouping of pupils for 
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individual needs and interests. 
(2) An open space learnin~ center is recommended for pupils in the 
orientation phase (ages 5-7) with sufficient space to accoilll!lodate four 
interest centers: communication s~ills which may be fused with the 
e:x:pre~sive arts, mathematics, science, and a general purpose center. 
(3) An auxiliary gym is recommendeq for physical and motor develop-
ment activities. Learning experiences in music will also be scheduled 
in the gym. 
(4) Pupils enrolled in. the orientation phase will s~are .. some ,areas 
such as the cafeteria and sheltered playground area with pupils enrolled 
in the other phases. 
(5) Physical facilities designed for ,the e:,qiloratory and quest 
phases should have sufficient open space to accommodate fo4r instructional 
areas: communication skills,. math-scienc~, humanities,. and a gene:ral . 
activity center for shop and craft activities .. 
(6) It is recommended that an.atrium type.classroom be included in 
t~e plan to provide facilities for the implement~tion of a~ outdoor, 
curriculum. 
(7) Closed spaces are recqmmended for music, conferences, testing, 
speech therapy, health facilities, inst:r;-umental music, and administrative 
offices. 
Summary 
It is believed by,many that.the c~rrent controversy between.the 
behaviorist and the humanist can -- in part-, be attributed to the 
advent of technology. The use of instructional mat;e:rials and equipment 
made possible by technologic~l innovations has.caused concern among some· 
that the "human quaiity" of the learning environment may,be diminished. 
As has· been stated previously by ,Gagne (1968) it. is not the media which 
is dehqmanizing it is the use of the media which can prove to.be·either 
inhibiting or enhancing to a learning .environment (Offesh, 1968). The 
il)dividualized explosion approach to learning as well as the knowledge. 
explosion have forced edµcators.to search,for new methods of acquiring, 
' . . . 
assembling, analyzing, and disseminating the overwhelming load of facts 





The use of federal monies in the implementation of new educationai 
programs has.focused unprecedented attention on the increasing signifi-
cance.of accountability. Evaluation o:t; new educational models and re-
search projects prior to either wide-spread adoption or deletion is a 
part of the accountability thrust. Ralph Tyler (1971, p. 2) in the 
introduction of Provus' book entitled Dis,crepancy.Evaluatiqn describes 
evaluation as: 
... a continuous process that goes on in cycles as ideas emerge 
and are explored; as educational objectives are formulated,. 
defined, and critically exa111ined; as learning experiences are 
developed to help students attain these objectives and evalua-
tion devices and procedures are worked out,to appraise the 
progress of students toward them; and as the evidence is re-
viewed regarding both th~ problems of implementing the program 
plans and the achievements of students. 
The designer of the year-round school curriculum recognizes evalua-
tion as an integral pa~t of cur#culum development and instructional 
improvement. This continuous evaluation provides a basis for making 
judgments during the dynamic stages o:t; growth. Inherent .in this recogni-
tion is the need for a systematic procedure to .evaluate the design, the 
implementation procedures, and program obj~ctives which establishes per-




Upon reviewing evaluation procedures and models the designer has 
selected Malcolm Provus' Discrepancy Model for assessment of the year-
round curriculum dest~n.: In the model Provus, (1971, p. 37) recognizes: 
(1) the natural developmental stages of any new prc,gram; 
(2) the necessity of evaluation activity appropriate.to 
each stage; 
(3) and the administrators dependence on information ob-
tained by evaluation to make timely, defensible decisions. 
Developed by the research st~ff 9f the Pittsburgh Public .Schools the 
Discrepancy Evaluatton Model posits five stages _of evaluation: des:i:-gn, 
installation, process, product, and cost. At each of these stages.a 
comparison is.made between reality and some standard. The difference. 
shown in comparison between reality a~d the standard is called dis~rep-
ancy. Information concerning the discrepancy is provided the program 
staff and adjustments ,may then be made in the program on a rational. 
basis. 
Prior to making a comparison a standard will be established. The 
standard established for installation, process, and product is the design 
of·the program in Stage One. The standard against which the reality .of 
the design i5 compared in Stage One is a set of design criteria. Ac~ord-
ing to Provus (pp. 48-58) the following procedure is used to obtain the. 
reality of the design. 
(1) Schedule a program design meeting fQr all levels of 
program staff. 
(2) Prepare a set 0£ questions to .elicit specific infor-
mation regarding the program. 
(3) Organize small div,ision groups to respond to ques-
tions designed by evaluator. 
(4) Synthesize inform~tion from all discussion .groups 
into the program des:i,gn. This info~ation becomes basis for 
further evaluatio~ of progr~. 
The following procedure will be used in.evaluating the year-round 
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curriculum design. 
(1) After the design is operational there wiU be _a comparis.on 
between the operation and the design intent.and significant defici~ncies 
will be ;noted.. In analyzing the deficiencies a decision will be mijde 
regarding whether adjustment should be made in the design or the imple~ 
mentation. 
(2) In this discrepancy model the relationship between process and 
interi~ product _is investigated. 
Summary 
Periodic evaluation is of special significance in programs which 
involve both curriculum design and implementation, In the year-round 
curriculum design it.is important to evaluat~ each component in.terms of 
design element~ and implementation st:r;ategies. In evaluating the design 
there is concern.for proce~s- interim_ and t~rminal goals. 
CHAPTER X 
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE 
Implementation 
With the increasing use of tec~~ology, manageme~t sciences are use4 
more extensively.in.business and government to plan, chart and scl).edule. 
operations. Recently educators have begun to use systems from the man-
agement sciences in order to employ more precise methods of accountabili-
ty. These systems includ~ such concepts as the Program, ,Planning, 
Budgeting System (PPBS), Program Evaluation Review Techniques (PERT) .and 
Criti~al Path Method (CPM). Granger. (1971, p. 128) specifies five bene-. 
fits derived from using a systematic planning and scheduling procedure 
in the implementation of a project: 
(1) reduce~ input omissions 
(2) permits better cqordination of special projects, 
with ongoing operations 
(3) reduces probability of ,wasted resources 
(4) reduces tying up of capital · 
(5) reduces the delay of product:i,.on schedules .. 
Currently thez:e are more than 'ninety scheduling_ techniques w~ed f qr 
efficient planning productive processes. Major education projects are 
plan~ed and monitored by these techniques, The scheduling procedure used 
for the implementation of the year""'rou11d school.is the Critical Path 
Method (CPM). ·A simplified verston of PERT which was developed by.the 
' 
Navy as a ~r6dess .for controlling t~e development of the polaris missile,. 
the Critical Path Method (CPM) proviq,es a.pictorial graphic model of the 
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major steps in the implementation of a.program. Horol'{itz (1967, p. 3) 
defines the Critical Path Method (CPM) as "a system for planning, sched-
uling, and cont~olling a.project.'' 
Steps which are necessary to complete the project are depicted on a 
graph called a network. By analyzing the n~twork one can determine the 
tasks to be.completed, tasks.which may.occur concurre11tly, and also 
identify the tasks which must occur after·the completion of other tasks. 
Some operations may be done simultaneously; a small number .of operations. 
control the ti.me ne~9-ed to co~plete · th.e project~ Thes.e · co~trol ling oper-
ations, (critical operations) comprise a chain of events in the network 
which is called the Critical Path. 
Advantages of the Critical Path Method 
Being aware of the Critical Path of a project helps the edu~ator 
answer q~estions ,conc~rning time required for completion, identifying 
activities .which delay a project, and analyzing various· aspects of the 
project to reduce costs. Horowitz (1967, p. 10) lists other adval)ta~es 
of CPM as: 
(1) Showing relationships bet11een various jobs and the. 
dependency of one. jab 011, another. 
(2) Providing a ve:li.icle for more. effective planning. · 
(3-) Providing great~r precision in. identifyin~ problem 
areas, 
(4) Improving communication by providing a graphic 
depictiqn of tasks to be complet~d and the. progress. and cQn-
trol o~ the project. · 
(5} Ht?lping dete.rmine the most effective use of 
personnel, equipment, .materials and othe:i: resources. 
(6) Focusing attention on critical operation. 
(7) Providing administrators with a means of studying 
alternate courses of action. 
Using systematic planning also provides a more·precise means. of. 
accountaqility. 
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Steps in Implementing Design 
The Critical Path Method (CPM) will be used in implementing the cur-
riculum design for the year-round school; The following steps [as 
adapted from Horowitz (1967)] will be followed in designing a plan for 
implementation of the design. 
(1) By analyzing the components of the design in4ividual tasks or 
activities will be determined for each depa,rtment. 
(2) The sequence of operations will be depicted on a network. 
(3) A time estimate will be made.for t4e completion of each 
activity. 
(4) The Critical Path of activities will be determined showing the 
chain of interdependent activities. 
(5) A schedule will be developed for the project. 
(6) The schedule will be used to control and monitor the project. 
(7) After assessment .of progress the schedule.may require revision 
and updating. 
Personnel identified as implementors of the design include staff 
members having expertise in curriculum development, representatives from 
administrative plannirrn, building, planning and cqnstruction, , staff 
selection and training, and the purchasing department, Activities .for 
each of these areas are sequenced, working time and cost is estimated, 
and the implementor responsible for conducting each activity is iden.ti-
fied on the activity planning charts ~Tables II-V). For a ,point of 
reference personnel titles from t4e Tulsa ~ublic Schools.staffing organi"'-
zation is used. A glossary of key ter,ms (Table I) is included. Also 
included is.a graphic.representation (C.P.M. network, Figure 9) of the 
planned sequences, interdependenc~es, and interrelationships of all · 
Term 
1. Activity 
2. Activity Duration 
Estimate 
3. Activity Planning 
Line 
4. Critical Activity 
s. Critical Path 
6. Dependent Activity 
7. Dummy .Actb(ity 
8. Early Finish Time 
9. Early Start Time 
TABLE I 
GLOSSARY OF KEY TERMS 
Critical Path Method (CPM)l 
Definition 
An operation, procedure or task required for th.e accomplishment of an event. 
The estimated time required to complete an activity. Usually calculated by .work-
ing .days, but could be slated in minutes, hours, weeks or any uniform measure of 
time. 
A group of related activities, usually the responsibility of a single department. 
or individual, for which. a separate activities plan is to be prepared. 
An activity whose duration cannot be increased without delaying the total project, 
The sequence of events and activities through a CPM network which requires the 
greatest total completion time. The duration of these activities therefore de-
termines the minimum completion time and the project finish date, 
An activity which cannot start until a particular eve~t preceding it has occurred. 
An activity of zero.duration which represents no work but depicts the dependency 
of a successor activity on a predecessor event. A dummy activity is represented 
by a dotted line in a CPM network. 
The earliest time that an activity is expected to.be completed. 







11. Free Float 
12, Gantt Chart 
13. Late Finish Time 
14. Late Start Time 
15. Network 
16. Ne~work Activity 
Analysis Report 
17, Node. 
TABLE .I (Continued) 
Critical Path Method (CPM) 1 
Definition 
The beginning or ending of an activity; a specifically definable point of accom-
plishment in a CPM network. An event has no time dimension or duration but 
simply marks the transition point between activities. 
The time period by which the execution of an activity can bedel;llyed without 
delaying the completion of the project. Determined by the net difference in time 
units between Early Start and Late Start or between Early Finish and Late Finish. 
A horizontal bar graph representing the duration and sequencing of activities in 
a project. (Originally developed by Henry Gantt.) Al so known . as a "Bar Chart" 
or "Time Control Chart." 
The latest time that an activity can be completed without delaying the scheduled 
completion date of the project. 
The latest time that.an activity can be started without delaying the scheq.uled 
completion date of the project .. 
A graphic representation of the planned sequences. interdependencies and inter-
relationships of all activities and events which must be accomplished to reach 
the project objective. 
A computer-generat~d sequential listing of activities, together with sufficient 
information about each activity to facilitate the monitoring of the project 
operations, 
The technical name for the circle.used in a CPM network to represent an event. 
Nodes serve as junctions indicating the start and finish of activities. which are 




20. Project Completion 
Date 
21. Project Starting 
Date 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Critical Path Method (CPM) 1 
Definition 
A statement of the measurable or observable conditions which are to exist when a 
project is completed. 
An undertaking composed of individual activities and events which must be 
completed in a logical sequence to achieve the specified objective; A project 
must have a definite starting and ending point or date. CPM is ideal for one-of-
a-kind projects but is not applicable to ongoing, repetitive operations. 
The anticipated date when all activities will terminate in the achievement of the 
project objective. 
The scheduled dat:e when the first activity is to begin ,in.the sequence of 
activities and events leading to the project objective. 
1Key terms as defined by Joseph Horowitz, Critical Path Scheduling: Management Control. Through:CPM and 





ACTIVITY PLANNING LINE: CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 




~ Organize Task Force 
~___,, -~-~:) Review Design Components 




( 315 :; Organize Citizen Advisory Group 
\,, __ _...·· E) Form Curriculum Development Team 
(~ Pre are Educational S ecifications for Buildin 
G 
,,,---
( 330 Inventory and Evaluate Existing Instructional Materials 
\.._j 

















(Number of for This 
working days) Activity 
3 days $ 0 
2 days $ 184 
10 days $ 920 
3 days $ 0 
2 days $ 184 
3 days $ 276 
2 days $ 322 

























( 340 Re uisition Vendored Instructional Materials 
r;~~ Requisition State Textbooks 
~ 
~) Develop Supplementary Instructional Materials 
Q,-Print and Label Su lementary Instructional Materials 
Co') Curriculum Materials Ready for Use 
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$ 483 II 
$ 322 Principal 
Dir. of Elem. 
$ 6,480 Curriculum 






TABLE II I 
ACTIVITY PLANNING LINE: ADMINISTRATION 
Activity Planning Line ~~~~Ad __ m_i_n_i_s_t_r_a_t_iv_e~P_l_a_n_n_i_n~g--------~------------~--~~----~ 
Node 
Start 





(;';_Inform public of year-round program - plan for enrollment c:a~,,~ 
E) Design tentative grouping scheme 
(';10 Enroll Students 
"'--
~; Conference with parents, students and teachers 
r;;~\ Conference with staff 
\, ___ .,,/ 
~: Conference with university staff personnel 
\ / . ..... ____ ,,/ 
(i3~' ·; Enrollment completed - school opened 
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0 days $ 0 
22 days $ 0 
22 days $ 0 
16 days $ 0 
14 days $ 
10 days $ 










ACTIVITY PLANNING LINE: BUILDING, PLAt~NING AND CONSTRUCTION 
Activity Planning Line ____ B_u_il_d_in_.""g.._P_l_an_n_in__..g.._a_nd_C_o_ns_t_ru_ct_i_· o_n _______________ _ 
Node Node 
Start Activity Finish 
~~) Employ architect (Board of Education) 
E) Examine site with architect 
€; ,Review educational .s ecifications with architect 
,,----· . 




(';1~ ·~_P_r_ep._a_r_e__..p_r_e_l_im_i_n"""a_ry.,__bu_1._· l_d_i_n""gc...p..__lan_s _________ --<~) 
\__ __ / "-./ r: ,,.--.,, 
~~~t Review preliminary building plans (,~~ ,' 
Gz~') Approve preliminary building plans p 
c "-· 0~/, Prepare complete working drawings (~~) 
( 2-3~5\ Secure bids from prospective contractors /-·-,., \ J . - \ 240 ,' -- ·-/ 
r-A_w_a_r_d_c_o_n_tr_a_c_t_f_o_r_c_o_n_s_t_r_u_c_ti_· o_n_o_f_bu_il_d_i_n ....... ______ ~~ · 
Duration 
Estimate 
__ l__ days 
__ l __ days 
~1_o __ days 
_4_5 __ days 
_1_o __ days 
_1_o __ days 
_6_0 __ days 
_2_1 __ days 












Series It 200 ----
Implementor 
Superintendent 




Asst. Supt. for 
Business Mgmt. 
Superintendent 









~;\ Construct building 
\_./ 
inspected and approved 




/....-.. ..... \ 
\ ' '-., __ / 
~ 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Node 
Finish 
(---·~ .. ,\ 
-{"'~v 
(\ 
-' 255 i 
C:J 
0~;'; 
























( ___ _ 
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Dir. of Bldg. and 
Planning 




ACTIVITY PLANNING LINE: PURCHASING 
Activity Planning Line ~~~~P_u_r_c_has~_i_n~g---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Node 
Start Activity 
~2~~) Prepare furniture and e~uipment requisitions 
"--../ 
~Approve furniture and equipment requisitions 
r::;, C?ns?lidate furniture and e ui ment lists and :~. ~r! .. 
~~ bidding 
~~ Receive furniture and equipment bids from vendors 
/ " ( 420 • Screen furniture and equipment bids and recommend 
\,._..,/ purchases to Board 
~ 
{ 425 \ Secure Board approval to purchase furniture and 
"-- -~-) equipment as recommended 
(;;\ Receive, assemble and install furniture and equipment 
\ ) . 
'-.../ 
uotations from vendors of instructional 




















10 days $ 0 
15 days $ 0 
20 days $ 0 
15 days $ 0 
22 days $ 0 
11 days $100,000 
1.30 days $ 0 
20 days $ 0 
20 days $ 75,000 
Serles # 400 
Implementor 
Asst. Supt. for 
Instruction 
















~~~,\ Receive vendored instructional materials 
450 Distribute instructional materials 
) 
-~ 
( 455 ,stock and label instructional materials 
"-- .. ,//. 
~- D 1· f . i 460 , e 1ver urn1ture 
~-_.,,/ . 
and equipment 
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Estimate Estimate Implementor 
85 days $ 0 " 
5 days $ 0 " 
5 days $ 0 Principal 
Dir. of 





· days $ 
TABLE VI 
ACTIVITY PLANNING LINE: STAFF SELECTION A.ND TRAINING 




( 330 Advertise principal' s position 
\.__j 
/----, 
( 505 '. Review applicants and name principal 
. / ,__,, 
,,,.---" e, Advertise team leader positions 
(0 -Select team leaders 
/ .. --...,,_ 
· 520 Cooperating university for assigned personnel 
~j 
,,--, 
~ Employ total staff 
~- Inservice staff 















f--__ ...._e_r_s_o_n_n_e_l_s_el_e_c_t_e_d_a_n_d_o.,__e_ra __ ti_·v_e ___________ __,. ____ -;;905, 





20 days $ 0 --- ---
11 days $ 0 --- ---
20 days $ 0 --- -- .. -· -· ....,..~,,,.,.,,,, 
1 days $ 0 --- ----
1 days $ 0 --- ----
46 days $ 0 ---
__ s __ days $ 4,795 
days ---- $ __ o __ 0 
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Figure 9. Flow Chart CPM Network 
5 
2 
E STAFF SELECTION AND TIIAINING 
activities and events which must be accomplished to reach the project, 
objective. 
Summary 
The use of s~stem management strategies has become more prevalent 
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in public sc~ools. Cited a~ a major benefit accruing from th~ use of a 
system such as the (CPM) is the impr(i)vement of methods, of acc<?untability., 
Who is responsible for the performance of designated tasks during a pre-
determined time span.is a question of special interest in management. 
The (CPM) will provide a graphic description of the chain of event~ and 
the interrelation ,of the activities involved •. 
CHAPTER XI 
SUMMARY 
The concept of the year-round sqhool if viewed only from the . 
perspective o:1; expanding the school calendar is insignificant. There ... 
fore, the problem identified for tl).is study.has two facets; an a~sess-
ment of unique curriculum design needs in terms of .a year-round 
educational pr~gram and the development of a curriculum design to accomo-
date not only these unique .. needs but .also other needs inherent in the 
curriculum destgn problem. 
Unique design needs.identified as.relevant to a year-round educa-
tional program are: a curriculum to accommodate multi-entry points; an. 
org~izational scheme in terms of scheduling and attendance options which 
promotes public acceptanc~ of a.year-:round program; the need to reduce 
the number of "teacher encounters" which a pupil may have during the 
entire ye~r; and the need for special legislation to provide f~nding for 
the operation of a.year-round ed~cationa~ program. 
In the design multi-entry points are accommodated by the inclusion 
of the conttnuous progress program. Pu'qlic _support is assured by desig-
nating the year-rcmnd school as an alternative schoql featuring volunteer . 
enrollment. The nUI11.ber.of teachers which a.pupil encounters during the 
year is reduc~d by using a differentiated staffing model compris1:1d of.a 




team of teachers in which a coordinator and part of the team remain for 
the entire year. The need for legislative support is recognized by in-
eluding recommendations (p. 9) relevant to legislation made by the 
participants.at the second national seminar on year-round education. 
In developing a curriculum design for the year-round school atten"".' 
tion is focused on four componen~s identi{ied by Venable (1967) as fuijda-
mental necessities for tl:le exis.tence of curriculum: the learner,. subject 
matter or content, the learning process and the .teaching agency. Currie-
ulum needs in eac~ of these componen~s are identified in terms of 
philosophical, sociological, psychological and theoretical positions. 
These identified needs provide the conceptual framework upon which 
assumptions are.made and serve .as a basis for a.logical analyses of the 
interrelationships existing between the components. Theoretical strate-
gies pertaining to a s~stems approach to implementation are also used. 
Philosophical needs are.concerned with the .nature of man (ontology), 
the nattJ,re of values (axiology), and the nature of knowledge (epistemolo 7 
gy), Endorsing a pragmatic view the designer recognizes man as being 
n.ei ther free nor determined. Reality is defined as the reaction of the 
human being to his environment. The·pupil is regarded py the pragmatist 
as an active organism who is continually inte:g,reting and reconstructing 
' his experiences. The year-roun4 curriculum design recognizes the prag-
matic view of the nature of the. child by providing problem solving exp er- ,. 
iences in interest centers and emphasizing the process skills during each 
instructional phase. 
Needs in the sociological and axiological rea)ms are accommodated by_ 
recognizing the prevalency of diversity in society.and adopting the prag-
matist position that values are relative and may .. change as _societies and 
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culture~ change. In concurrence with this belief the design provides a 
sys.tematic procedure fo:r parents, to have input concerning what they 
value in terms of an educational program. Recognizing the increasing 
mobility of. society the._ design provides.· for attendance options and rnul ti-
e~try points. Also included is a content area dealing with problems of 
personal development and environment~! improvement .. 
Frqm a psychological perspective needs are identified in terms of 
three domains of.human beh~vior, Th~ design recognizes these domains in 
the organization of daily learning activities (hori;ontal organization) 
with different emphases for varying age levels of pupils. For example, 
the affect~ve domain receives the greatest priority in the orientation 
phase (ages 5-7), the cognitive domain is ,emph~sized during the 
exploratory/reinforcement phase, During this phase the continuum of 
s~ills for reading and mathematics is introduced, As the pupil becomes 
increasingly more emotionally ind~pendent during the quest phase, the 
affecUve domain in which valuing and decis:Lon m~~ing are.emphasized 
again receives priority. 
_Evaluation is , recognized as ,, an integral part of the design, Using 
Provus' Discrepancy Model both· the design and the implementation will be 
evaluated. In eva~uating the design ,there is concern fol." process, 
interim, and terrninal,goals. 
Both th~ evaluation process and the _strategy.designed for irnplernen-. 
tation are a part of the theoretical di~ension •. 
Recently educators have begun to use systems from th~ management 
s~ience or system theory.in order to employ more precise methods of 
a~countability. In designing implementation st:rategies for the year-. 
rc:)Unq cur-+iculum design a. systems approach, The Critical Path Metl)od 
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(CPM), is used. Advantages of the CPM include.showing relations~ips 
between tasks,. providing a vehicle for planning,, precis~ly id,entifying 
problem areas, improving communication by a.graphic depiction of a time 
schedule of activit:i,.es, and focusi,ng attention on the cri't;:ical operation 
in terms of more effective use of personnel, equipment, materials·and 
other resources. 
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